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VOL. 50.

planted, liave been located and ren
dered useless.
Villa's plan, it is claimed, is to
starve chihuahua into surrender. Food
in Chihuahua, already is scarce.
Attack Victoria.
Brownsville, Tex., Nov. 14. An attack on Victoria, capital of Tamauli-pa- s
has been started by the constitutionalist general, Pablo Gonzales, according to General Jesus Carranza
here today. Carranza
who arrived
said the attackers include 7,000 men,
28 machine guns and T4 canon.
PRESIDENT WILSON'S
Jesus Carranza will make his headIN SESSION quarters at Matamoras.
AGAIN

I'i'e along Southern Pacific lines fear
they may lose from inability to move
crops. Members of the sugar exchange will have a meeting today in
the hope of suggesting means of relief.
Union officials said that should tho
government need Southern Pacific
trains to move troops the strikers
would man them if the company de-
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TUCSON FEDERAL PRISONER
HAS SENTENCE COMMUTED
Washington, D. C., Nov. 14. President Wilson, today commuted to sixty-days- ,
the one year sentence of Joost

j

sired.
Late today, two instances of minor
disorder were reported. An unidentified person started a passenger engine, letting it run wild in the local
yards until it left the trucks, and in
another part of the city a carload ot
cotton was burned.
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Ask For Arbitration.
WASHINGTON.
Washington, P. ('., Nov. 14. Senators Ransdell and Thornton, of Louisiana today appealed to President Wilson to request the federal hoard of POWERS ARE GRADUALLY
mediation and conciliation to take a
hand in the settlement of the strike
GETTING BEHIND THE U.
on the Southern Pacific linos. The
was
to
referred
the board.
request

H. Schnieder, of Tucson, Arizona, convicted of California, Oregon and Wash
ington land frauds, after a long hat- -

REBELS HAVE CAPTURED

NO. 235.

tie.
F. A. Hyde, of Sau Francisco, convicted with Schnieder, will have to
strve a full year. Both men will go
General to the Atlanta penitentiary.

THE CITY OF CULIACAN

S.

Mexico City, Mex., Nox. 14. ConNogales, 'Sonora, Nov. 11.
fidence in the early accomplishment
Carranza, the constitutionalist. leader,
MILITIA SEIZE
of the aims ot the United States toand William Bayard Haje, President NAUAL HOLIDAY
ARMS SHIPPED
ward Mexico was expressed today by
Wilson's unofficial envoy, renewed
Nelson O'Shauughnessy,
American
BY
FAVORED
TRINIDAD
TO
their conferences here today. Neither
charge d'affaires.
LABOR UNIONS
would discuss their meeting and it
The overtures made by the Mexican
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 11. Militia- minister of the interior, Manuel Garza
was not known whether or not Mr.
men this morning seized a quantity of
Aldape, yesterday are taken as eviSeattle, Wash., Nov. 14. Delegate
Hale had received a supplementary
arms and ammunition at a local ex- dence that
Huerta is ready to recede
of the Cigarmakers
Samuel
Gompers,
proposition from Washington to sub- International union has introduced a
press office cousigued to a Trinidad from the stand he had previously
In compliance with
firm.
hardware
mit to Carranza.
taken.
resolution declaring in favor of a nathe order of Adjutant General Chase
An air of cheerful expectancy was val holiday from warship
construcAlthough Mr, O'Shaughnessy was
issued
late
the
yesterday prohibiting
nolticeable today about headquarters tion. The resolution declares that
uncommunicative on the subject and
Bale
amor
or
of
firearms
importation
of the constitutionalist forces lead by "such a naval holiday from battleship
refused information aB to any phase
munition, a strict watch is being kept of tlie latest development, it was unVenustiano Carranza.
Word from canstruction would establish a prece
all
local dealers.
upon
derstood that he expected to have a
Washington was eagerly awaited and dent and a tendency that could be
The death of a child from typhoid
Carranza's adherents believed that the made a beginning of gradual disarma- further conference with Senor Aldape
fever at the Ludlow tent colony Wed- later
plans of the American administration ment."
today.
nesday was reported to the authorities
when fully revealed could not fail to
At this conference It Is predicted
The American Federation of Labor
this morning. The announcement has that the ideas of
be of advantage to the constitutional- refused today to accede to the recomWashington as to the
resulted in a determination on the wisdom of John Lind, the
ist cause.
mendation of the executive council to
personal
to
part of the military authorities
It was deemed virtually certain change the annual meeting day of the
representative of President Wilson, rea
tfia
of
make
further
the
investigation
that
embargo against the shipment conventions to. the second Monday of
turning from Vera Cruz to the federal
of arms and ammunition across the June. The conventions will continue
sanitary conditions in the tent
i
capital, or receiving a committee repborder would be lifted soon by the to meet on the second Monday of No-resenting Provisional President HuerUnited States and Carranza's officers vernber.
ta, will be made known to the reprewere jubilant at the prospect of a
Governor Before Grand Jury.
The convention ordered a message
sentative of the provisional president.
grand
larceny.
.
11.
Governor
Pueblo, Colo., Nov.
vigorous campaign against the
of greeting and good will cabled to the
Still more startling revelations are
Dispatches from Washington pubAmnions was a witness before the
utmost con- international conference on safety at
They expressed
lished hero today indicating tho prob
the
of
in
confession
expected
today
fidence in their ability to eliminate sea, now
here
and
this
grand
Jury
morning
in
London.
meeting
of the Mexican
two other wire tappers who have indiwas questioned regarding
General Huerta from- - the situation if
the coal ability of a settlement
The report of the executive council
cated their willingness to tell the disquestion without resort to arms,
strike.
given sufficient ammunition.
laof
full
observance
recommending
which during the past week appeared
trict attorney all they know about
He left for Denver at 31: an. Deputy
Carranza's officers said today there bor Sunday, the fourth Sunday of
to he a forlorn hope, created an
money being paid for police protecwould be no difficulty in obtaining May and labor day, the first Monday
Labor Commissioner lirake was be- here
of optimism and greatly
tion. These men were expected at
atmosphere
the
fore
and
afternoon
money for the purchase of war muni- of September,
jury yesterday
was approved. The
relieved the tension.
the district attorney's office this afttions in the United States if the em- convention also declared in favor of
again today.
ernoon,
bargo is raised. Loans had been the union's observing the second SunWashington, I). C Nov. 14. Satis
According to the: story told by
guaranteed, they said, by Mexican day of May each year as "Mothers'
over the attitude of Great
faction
FIRED
TRAIN
IS
and
his
the
confederates,
police
no
and
be
would
sympathizers
money
Day."
was the chief basis for a feelwere notified by the gang in advance
liritain
solicited or accepted from American
ON BY COPPER
John Mitchell, acting president pt
whenever a deal was on. Giving FROM NEW ORLEANS
ing of optimism that enveloped the
sources.
TO EL PASO
the mining department of the federa- WIRELESS WIRETAPPERS MAKE A names and
Mexican situation in official circles to
MINE
STRIKERS
Mctlae, told the disdates,
This attitude is in accordance with
tion, has introduced a resolution
CONFESSION TO DISTRICT ATTOR- trict attorney that the police would
day.
THE SUNSET LINE IS AT A STAND.Carranza's widely announced policy. which after
the
grievances
recounting
It became known that, there had
station a man outside the building to
He has, repeatedly declared he wanted of
Calumet, Mich., Nov. 11. A
WHICH
NEY WHITMAN
INVOLVE which
the striking copper miners of Michbeen the frankest interchange of
the victim was taken, and that
no foreign aid and there are very few
STILL, CAUSED BY THE WALKOUT
the
South
Shore
train
of
Dulutli,
Investi
demands
a
congressional
igan
the United States and
MANY after the wiretap?s got his money,
and Atlantic railroad was fired on to views between
OF
PAYMENTS
foreigners, la, the rank of his army
GRAFT
of the Strike and the conditions
not Only thro'iigh Anibasi- OF OVER 2,500 SKILLED EMPLOYES
payment of the ten per cent commishere. The tame thing is said to be gation
when it reached Hancock where England,
day
to
it.
in Washington
sion was made immediately the police
HUGE SUMS.
true of constitutionalist forces through- leading up
a large number of copper strikers dor Page, abroad, but
OF THE ROAD.
Another resolution offered by John
as well.
out the republic.
representative waiting outside. This,
were
of
arrival
the
awaiting
endorseSir William Tyrrell, private secre
Mciiae charged was taken to the office
Members of Carranza's staff gave Mitchell gives unqualified
men for the mines. One shot crashed
ment to the Colorado coal strike.
British
of a police inspector and either rea window of the smoking car, tary to Sir Edward Grey, the
today an outline of their plan of camONE CHICAGO WOMAN
through
foreign secretary, during the illness
tained entirely by him or divided 67 COMPLAINTS IN
paign should ammunition become availjust missing one of the ten men oc- of
the British ambassador, Sir Cecil
able to them.
HOPE TO REPORT
cupying it who had been mistaken for Spring-Rice- ,
FLEECED OF $400,000 with his superiors.
lias been active in getEMPLOYES DEMANDS strike breakers.
In addition, the wiretappers, McRae
Many men are idle because of lack
is
THE CURRENCY
of arms and with these equipped the
said, paid a man at police headquarTlie shooting created much excite- ting the American viewpoint and
believed to have been largely instru
officers said they would move on
ment among the passengers.
BILL NEXT WEEK New York, Nov. 14. District At- ters a monthly retainer of $2,500. atHouston, Texas, Nov. 14. No disMcRae confessed to the district
then south along the coast. They
Ninety-siadditional arrests on the mental in the promotion of a friendly
torney Whitman confirmed today the torney more than a month ago, but no order has been reported e.arly today charge of violation of the injunction understanding between London and
declared there were 15,000 miners in
Washington, D. C Nov. 14. An at report that he has obtained from a announcement was made until today. among the 2500 skilled employes of against picketing were made at the Washington.
the coal fields of Coahuila, who had
curIt is thought also that the interasked for arms. The men are out of tempt to bring the administration
gang of wireless wiretappers a con- Altogether nearly a dozen swindlers the operating department of the Superior mine today.
of views with the United
change
14.
work through the closing of the mines. rency bill into the senate Monday or fession involving the payment of connected with the gang have con- Southern Pacific lines between El
Nov.
President
Seattle,
Wash.,
will be made by the adminisbeen made to the British
has
on
Paso
States
who
went
New
and
Orleans,
fessed.
H.
of
to
Charles
Western
the
Fed
civilian
a
N'ogaJes, Sonora, Nov. 14. Culiacan, Tuesday
Mover,
for
police protection
graft
comthe capital of the slate of Sinaloa, was tration Democrats of the banking
McRae's confession and the result- sthike last night. Aside from two eration of Miners, who has been at- representative in Mexico.
iii high authority at police headquarmittee.
Secretary Bryan exchanged mestrains saia 10 ue eu tending the convention of the Ameri
a police inspector and at least ant revelations are the outgrowth of
captured early this morning, accordBoth wings of the committee were ters,
with Charge
early today
ing to a telegram received here from
two lieutenants. Many hundreds of an accidental meeting in Los Angeles route, reports indicated a general bus can Federation of Labor as a delegate, sages
in session here today, Senator Hitchleft for the east. In haste today. It, if O'Shaughnessy about the reported
General Obregon, who was commandpension of traffic.
of dollars, Mr. Whitman last September with a representative
thousands
cock and the Republican members in
Just before the walkout went into said that he will go direct to the Miehi- - concessions which members of Huer- er of the insurgent forces.
of the district attorney's office, who
swindone room and Senator Owen and the said, had been obtained by the
In the assault of Culiacan the conMost of ta :s otttcial family nave lnumaiea ne
on
effect, an offer of government media- - gan copper strike district.
was in that city
another case.
other admiuisration supporters In an- lers under police protection. Ten per
tion was reseived at union headquart- - the strikers are members of the West would make to tne Lniteu states.
stitutionalist loss was twenty killed
sum and a fixed retainer
cent
of
this
'
other.
lers. The employes' leaders replied ern Federation of Miners.
Efforts to recall John Lind from
NEW YORK LOSES FIGHT
and eighty wounded, according to the
An attempt will be made to get the of $2,500 a month, according to the
Vera Cruz to Mexico City to discuss
AGAINST MARRIED TEACHERS that the only possible way to avoid
had
been
divided
figures given by General Obregon, who committee
among
confession,
together for a joint session the
the American memorandum demandhimself was slightly wounded.
The tomorrow for
New York, Nov. I I. Mrs. Bridget C, a Btrike was for the railroad to meet INDICTMENTS
police officials involved.
the purpose of agreeing
assault was made at 3 o'clock this to
of Poixotto. a school teacher, discharged the federated committee of the four
ing that the new Mexican congress not
George McRae, confessor-in-chle- f
The
report Monday or Tuesday.
unions involved the engineers, conconvene were taken here to indicate
FOLLOW PROBE
morning.
senators will prob- the gang of five who have bared their a month ago by the board of educaHuerta
the group surrounding
Obregon confirmed the death of Col. ably oppose an early report.
records to Mr. Whitman, is authority tion for neglect of duty, in being ab- ductors, firemen and trainmen. Such
OF GRAND JURY that
Garmendla, formerly a regular army
might suggest a compromise arrangefor the statement Wat a Chicago worn- - sent nearly a year on sick leave to be- a conference had been the railroad s
officer and the man who shot down
ment whereby the new Mexican conan whose identity is known to the dis come a mother, today won her fight objection during negotiations.
New York, N. Y., Nov. 14. Everett gress would meet but not pass on conthe army colonel who attempted to ar- LIEUTENANT RICH
The company today was said to be
out of for
trict attorney, was fleeced
Supreme Court
memrest President Madero during the Felix
cessions or other measures calculated
$400,000 during several months by the Justice Seabury issued a peremptory preparing to secure strike breakers P. Fowler, of Kingston, a former
KILLED BY FALL
Diaz uprising In Mexico City.
gang in this city and that the police writ of mandamus directing the board with the aim of restoring partial train ber of the Democratic state commit- to continue Huerta In power.
The troops and townspeople here
FROM AEROPLANE received ten per cent of this sum. Mc- to restore Mrs. Peixotto to her position, service at least. Places for housing tee, described by John A. Henvessy Officials were silent about the inner
celebrated with much noise that CuliaRae's confession, Mr. Whitman said, Her case was selected to test the such employes are said to have been during the recent municipal campaig.i, negotiations, but were optimistic.
It would not surprise official circan had been captured.
women arranged at different points along the as a Tammany "bag man" was indictNov. 14. Second Lieuten- has been corroborated in many essen- board's ruling that married
Manila,
ed this afternoon for extortion, in ex- cles If an announcement of Huerta's
Culiacan Is the capital of the state ant C.
of ab Sunset lines.
not
leave
obtain
teachers
other
the
wire
tial
details
may
tappers
by
of
the
Rich,
Philippine
Perry
President W. B. Scott, of the Sun- acting a $250 contribution from Sene- intention to resign were withheld unadjoining Sonora on the Pacific coast Scouts, U. S. A., was killed today in a all of whom are under indictment for sence to permit them to bear children.
to the south. Already the Insurgents fall with a
til satisfactory arrangements could be
set Central lines, defended the road's ca P. Hull, a contractor.
In Manilis the first re made for the choice ot a provisional
out
hold Cullacan's seaport.
the
Fowler's
indictment
attitude
object
pointing
today,
la Bay.
This leaves Mazatlan, the principal
of one of the employe's grievances
suiting from the John Doe investiga-- j successor acceptable to the constituAn Indiana Boy.
of
tion here
the
efficiency
seaport and metropolis of Sinaloa and
that
charges that tionalists.
making
against
14.
Lieut.
D.
Nov.
.,
Washington,
While the United States might
tests at unexpected places was de- more than 300 contractors on state
Guaymas, the California gulf port of Rich was born in Indiana in 1883 and
Sonora, the only important points on was appointed to the Philippine Scouts
canal and road work had beenlfrain from making any suggestions of
signed to insure greater safety to life.
the west coast, still held by the fed- in 1911. He is the eleventh aviator
The employes' C7 complaints involve compelled to contribute to politicians its own it would endeavor to act as a
erals.
demands for reinstatement of many and that many such contributions had medium of communication through
to die in the work of the army and
14.
Two
Nov.
Tort
Lake
Mich.,
Huron,
Superior.
General Obregon merely stated that
Wm. Bayard Hale with General
engineers and others declared to have not been reported.
navy. In accidents of all kinds, the more vessels were added today to the
Leafield, 13.
the federal defenders of Culiacan had world
and Charge O'Shaughnessy at
Other indictments, said District At- been discharged in violation ot con-over, since 1908, 414 have met toll of the storms which swept the
3.
William
Nottingham,
fled and were being followed by insurj Mexico
excessive imposition of torney White, will be made soon.
City, so that there might be
tracts;
allege
the toll for the present year Great Lakes since Saturday.
death,
B.
30,
less).
Smith,
(probably
Henry
gent columns. He did not state .the
an exchange of views on various
assert many reports and
demerit;
195 in army and navy
being
Lake
Michigan.
The Henry B. Smith, of Cleveland,
federal loss.
names.
other information are requested outPlymouth, 7.
sunk in Lake Superior and the freightTucson, Ariz.. Nov. 14. The constiThere was a report early today that
side of company time and ask regula- SPENCER CASE
Erie.
Lake
er Major, also of Cleveland was abantutionalist army captured
Culiacan,
Minister Moueno might be
of
tions
from
borne
away
foreign
TO
JURY
GOES
6.
No.
82,
Lightship
capital of Sinaloa, at 3 o'clock this THE DAY IN CONGRESS doned off White Fish Point. The Maman
terminals.
the
selected, though the views of
are
Besides the foregoing list there
NIGHT ithe constitutionalists
BEFORE
jor's crew of 18 men was rescued by
morning, according to reliable reports
as to Moheno'n
Some of the more Important grievwhich
more than a score of vessels
the steamer Byers.
Teceived here. Felipe Riveros, governknown.
not
were
in the words of the grievance
ances
Senate.
acceptability
dewere either totally or partially
or of Sinaloa, who was deposed by
14.
Messages received today indicate
Nov.
committee are:
III.,
Not in session; meets Monday.
Chicago,
Henry
Secretary Bryan declared today that
of life.
loss
without
stroyed
overHuerta, was again installed as governholds
that
Huron
Lake
another
still divided;
"Complaint against letters of a Spencer, confessed slayer of Mrs. Mil-- none of the instructions to John Lind
Banking committee
Lake Huron's List of Lost.
or. Mazatlan is now the only city in worked on
turned mystery ship besides the one
er-contained any statements of the alter-rati- c
currency bill report.
14. With harsh and threatening character from dred Allison Rexroat, carried his
Nov.
Port
Mich.,
Huron,
Sinaloa remaining in the hands of the
havred
near
steamer
bottomed
here, a
onto
officials.
stand
behavior
witness
native the United States would pursue
subordinate
the
House.
five big steamers given up for lost,
federals.
ing been reported off Harbor Beach.
Met at noon.
"Discontinuance of moving engines today when he was called as the first in tlie event of Huerta's failure to
on
hoard
aud
all
with
all
practically
To Starve Chihuahua.
in trains under steam without engi- v.'ituess for the ueiense iu the trial at meet this government's demands for
Brookson, Delaware, spoke in de The first report of this vesseil came
El Paso, Texas .Nov. 14. Bringing fense of his state's
from Ouluth last night. Today thei,10Pe abandoned for four others that neers.
his retirement. Mr. Bryan made this
Wheaton, 111.
whipping post.
on
storm
tlie
encountered
terrific
many American and other refugees
He declined to be sworn, saying statement In response to inquiry to
Passed senate bill to relieve miners Detroit headquarters of the Lake Car- Lake Huron
"Request of enginemen that all
of
the
during
part
early
from Chihuahua a train has arrived on Seward
that he believed only in the devil, the truth of a recent report from Vera
and side sheets be covered.
peninsula from assessment rlera' Association received a message the week1, interest today centered
in Juarez from the state capital. work becauses
of recent heavy storm, confirming the Duluth report. This
men be allowed to Spencer was the only witness for the Cruz that Mr. Lind had delivered a
that
"Request
of
on
the
overturned
the
Identity
again
Americans on the train say Villa's
Resolutions of Massachusetts and:fact nas caused many to believe she
defense. It was hoped arguments of note to General Huerta informing him
freighter which lies In the lake a few report for duty by telephone.
rebel troops had completely surround- New York Peace societies
con- is the James S. Carruthers of Toronto.
counsel would be completed In time that if he had not abdicated the presl-t"Protest against method of
urging
of
miles
northeast
here.
Weather
ed the city when they left Thursday. gress to pass the
The wrecked vessels that resulted conditions this
of men on eyesight, heargive the case to the jury tonight.
Hensley naval holidency by tomorrow noon the United
morning indicated that
No more refugee trains can get
The state will demand the death States would blockade Mexican ports,
day resolutions presented by Repre- In death and the lives lost as com- It would be possible for a diver to go ing and color perception.
through they say. General Luis
sentatives George and Mitchell.
Mr. Bryan declared that at no time
piled today, follow:
"Claim for $3.75 rate for firemen.
penalty.
down and examine her before night.
regarded as the richest man In
had this government stated what Its
Adjourned at 2 p. m. to meet at
"Protest against the
Lake. Huron Wreck.
Bodies Found.
Ten
Mexico, has made repeated attempts noon Monday.
course would be if Huerta refused to
John A. McGean, crew of 28.
14. The of conductors and engineers on train FROM $4 A WEEK TO
Goderich, Mich., Nov.
to get out of Chihuahua, but is kept
HEAD OF MORRIS & CO. accede to its demands for complete
Charles S. Price, 2S.
mechanical
and
rules
men
and
one
of
bodies
woman
eight
under constant espionage, say the MISSIONARIES OF M.
James S. Carruthers,-25- .
Chicago, 111., Nov. 14. Thomas E. elimination.
from the wrecked steamer Carruthers of engineers."
E. CHURCH ADJOURN.
refugees. Barbed wire fences, charg20.
Mr. Bryan likewise declined to say
The question of wages Is Involved Wilson, who entered the employ of
were
Regina,
found
today on the shore of Lake
ed with electricity, which had been
Decatur, 111., Nov. 14. The missionWexford, 20.
Huron near Point Clock light house, only in that it Is claimed the construc- Morris and company at a salary of $4 what course of action tlie United
the
around
strung
city by Governor aries of the Methodist
Episcopal
Argus, 23.
twenty miles above here. The tenth tion of existing contracts by the com- a week, was elected president of that States would pursue if the Mexican
Mercado, have been torn down by the church adjourned their annual meet,
Hydrus, 23.
body bearing a Carruthers life belt, pany curtails the rights of the men. company today, succeeding the late
rebels and mines which the federals ing here today.
Scott, 28.
was found near Klntall.
(Continued on Page Four.)
plantations Edward Morris.
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SUPPORT Old Time Sores
And Ulcers Healed
EXPECTED

STOMACH
IF-

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIM1ENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

flSriStoP

SAN MATTER
IS THE

jl

Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
well known throughout the country.
.Many thousand people have taken it
tor Stomach, Liver and Intestinal Ailments and report marvelous results
and are highly praising it to others.
Astonishing benefits sufferers have
even from one dose are heard
everywhere and explain its tremendous sale. It rarely ever fails and thoso
afflicted with Stomach, Liver and Intestinal
Ailments, Indigestion, Gas
ir the Stomach and Intestines, Dizziness, Fainting Spells, Colic Attacks,
Liver,
Constipation, etc.,
Torpid
should by all means try this remedy.
The benefits stomach sufferers who
have taken Mayr's Wonderful Stomach
Remedy have received is in most
cases a lasting one. After you have
teken this Remedy you should be ahlo
to digest and assimilate your food, en
able the heart to pump pure red blood
to every part of the body, giving firm-ess and strength to fibre and muscle,
lustre and sparkle to the eye, clearness and color to the complexion and
activity and brilliancy to the brain.
Do away with your pain and suffering
and this is often possible with even
one dose of Mayr's Wonderful Stom
literature
ach Remedy.
Interesting
and booklet describing Stomach Ail
ments sent free by Geo. H. Mayr Mfg.
Whiting St., Chicago,
Chemist,
it.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

i

DENVER

THE

J

& RIO GRAND: KAILKJAU Utl.

C9.

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

ST. LOUIS, IRON MUUiilAIN &

5(lUIHtKH,ul

(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY, C0.

SHORTEST LINE TO
DFNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made

J54-15-

111.

For sale in Santa Fe, by Butts'
Drug Store, West Side of Plaza.

POINTS

FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN

CUTTING FIFTH
TIME OF ALFALFA

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern highclass
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n

Carlsbad, N. M., Nov. 14. The farmers are just finishing up cutting alfalfa
for the fifth time this season. The men
that give their alfalfa fields proper
care are the only ones that gather
five cuttings during the season. The
first cutting is usually taken off by
May 1st. There is yet much hay on
ihand In Carlsbad, some being held for
ia higher price and some for feeding,
I. S. Osborne is buying a lot of stock
that he is putting on feed. He has an
abundance of hay and other feed of
his own raising and he prefers to turn
the feed into money through stock, as
jit not only means more money, but
;a!so keeps up the fertility of the land,
The Hansill block, the first big build- jing in Carlsbad, and now owned by A.
'J. Crawford, is being thoroughly over
hauled. Tn this block are the Commercial Club rooms, the People's theater,
the Company D armory, the Woodman
hall, a couple of store rooms, and a
inumber of suites of rooms on the sec- -

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Denver & Kio Urande- THROUGH LINE Points Pacific
Roval
Rail w A J VUulsrn
. . wrw- - River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
--

Gorge-Feath-

er

'

FOH INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

F.& P.

WM. M. SCOTT, T.

244 San Francisco Street, Santa

President.

.

A.,

M.

R. J.'CRICHTON,

C. L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

Fe,-N-

Manager

Secretary.

&

,ond floor.

Treasurer.

Ducks and quail are plentiful this

fall and the hunters have their bags
well filled after a day out on the
river. So 'far the ducks have kept

!away from the farmers' cornfield. Last
year the ducks had a great appetite
jfor corn and did much damage,
The last irrigation of the season will
!be made this week, the water being
turned into the canals for a short
jrun for late planted alfalfa and winter
grain. The Carlsbad Project closes
the season with full reservoirs.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

f

.
.n
1 Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Koonng ana duiiu-J ing Materials of Every Description,

j

W"

8

AGENTS ft1e FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

jgF

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

NEW MEXICO

x

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL,NEMEXCO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Feeoe
Valley. 1.700 feet abore sea level,
unsnlne every day. Open lr
work throughout the entire sesConditions tor physical
sion.
and mental development ere
IDEAL such as cannotbe found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officera and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Regents

THE

SOUNDNESS

ONLY
OF
MAY

QUESTION

THE

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
.05 " lb.
"
$ .03 "
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed I fff (JC
rUf
VIU
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa, ( Lv ptl

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

'..'..$
...

Old Wounds Often Bothei
Many Years After.

BILL-JE- SSIE'S

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

UNRAVEL.

light

1:

medh-lna-

IN

ODS, Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be

write to the medical department, The Swift
210 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta,

desired.

POWER

95

77.

e

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you, We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

j

-

j

URINARY
discharges

Miss
Jessie Wilson's gowns is of silk which
,
Pater-sonwas woven in the silk mills at
N. J., where the long and bitter
strike was recently ended by the complete defeat of the strikers. Now the
story comes from Paterson that the
defeated strikers have gone back into
the mills with the determination ot
practicing sabotage This means that
they drop a thread here and there
skilfully in weaving a bolt of silk and
this defect remains concealed until the
bolt goes to the market and is made
up into dresses when there are revealing and silk droppings which make
the Bilk impossible for use, whereupon
it comes back through the channels of
trade to the mills. This is the last re- sort of workmen who are in a hopeless struggle with employers and It is
one way in which they believe they
can enforce better wage and working
conditions. It is an incident of industrial war between the employer and
the employe. If Miss Wilson finds a
"run" in her silk, and notes It, she will
be reminded of the hopeless struggle
at Paterson.

24
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RELIEVED

of

METH-

THESE DAYS OF MODERN

Senator Hitchcock's opposition to Specific Co.,
clerk to Isrrnp
the president's currency bill is the re- GDo not allow some zealous over
something
atmosphere In eloquence
sult of a complete change of mind on the
"Just as good" as S. 8. 8. Beware of all
the subject of currency legislation. substitutes.
bill
Just before the administration
was introduced, Senator Hitchcock in
WALKS
troduced a bill providing for twelve WOMAN
MILES FOR RENT
regional reserve banks. In its es- sential features his bill was like that
of President Wilson. Now he is in
years old, arrived in Palo
."'?'un
favor of a central bank idea as set Alto
from Philadelphia, having walked
forth by Frank A. Vanderlip, of the
the week,
miles
the ninety-fivNational City bank of New York. In to collect rent on a during
house that she
bank
central
cidentally, Vanderlip's
once owned and which she thought
Idea is opposed to a long letter which
was still her property.
to
Glass
wrote
Carter
three
Vanderlip
opuat In iho xirnman'a lnnff frnmn
of
in
the
dea
winch
months ago,
gov ;Btirred
fte autnoritle8 and it was
or
ernment control over a central bank
!found
was 80,d by
,he
, m4 for non.pav.
any other bank was denounced in tin
comraissioners
.
ouuci n r.
inettsui eu itji 1110 u.v mi.
fl
This fact tends to weaken the confi
Thomas Collin, who now owns the
dence which might be placed in Mr. house, offered to give Mrs. McGlynn
Vanderlip's advice. There Is a Strom; the use of the property for the resuggestion of insincerity. When Wall mainder of her life, and she accepted.
street offers a perfectly fine scheme Pottsville, Pa., Nov. 14. Fannie
Mcfor government control, after undergoing a complete change of mind on th?
subject, one recalls the fable of Troy
and the wooden horse.

that one

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

HOURS'

Each Cap
sule be.-trIMIDV)
3
the naincST
Betsare of counterfeit J

Vy

ALL

Dlif HOISTS

;

MULLIGAN & M
Majestic Cafe

FUNERAl DIRECTO
License Nombars,

a)
a)

Day or Night Ph

66-6-

Next Door to Postoff ice.

THE SANITARY
5H0RT0BDERRESTHURRNT

I

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

REGULAR MEALS.

Open Day and Night.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Best Equipped, Most Modern.

Special Dinner Parties.
ROMULO

SANTA FE,

LOPEZ, PROP,
-

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

-

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

NEW MEXICO

of

The practice of giving afternoon tea
is spreading. Beginning at the Little
theatre In New York and the Toy theatre in Chicago, where the audience
Is served between acts with biscuits
and tea the shoos in Washington have
taken up the fad and now milliners
RELIGIOUS HORSE
and house decorators are inviting the
GOES TO CHURCH public to come around and drink some
afternoon tea with them and look at
Brighton, Mich., Nov. 14. T. R. their wares.
Staley, of Brighton, has a horse of a
The woman suffragists in Washingreligious turn of mind.
Mr. Staley has many horses in fact ton have resumed their active fight
but each one is assigned to a different for the constitutional amendment. This
just a year ago and during
duty. The one in question has always fight began months
the senate commit
been used to convey the family to the twelve
tee has reported favorably the resolu
Wednot
on
when
and
busy
church,
tion seeking to unsex the constitution
nesday or Suuday evenings is turned
and some twelve speeches in favor of
into pasture.
Mrs. Staley smashed a precedent by the amendment have been made on
floor of the senate. Next week it
hitching the animal up for a drive to the
THE REAL ARTICLE!
announced "The Suffragist," a
the Fanners' club. The farm helper
drove the animal to the front door and weekly newspaper devoted to the poli
NO COMPOUND!
allowed it to stand, untied. An un- tics of this subject, will begin under
Child
of
Rheta
Mrs.
the
editorship
usual delay within the Staley abode
ALSO
2 hearings
kept "Dobin" standing past the ap- Dorr. Also on December
pointed time for departure, and after will begin before Chairman Henry's
a few anxious glances, he ambled off committee on rules of the house of
of
A full
in the direction of the Presbyterian representatives on the question whethcreate
will
a
house
er
the
standing
church, where members of the family
Maple
found him waiting at the hour of 10 committee for the consideration of
It
is
woman
Henry's pur
suffrage.
to take them home.
pose to Invite both sides and to con
to
Cane
as
tinue arguments
long as poss'ble,
a apparently with the idea of delaying
on
the
action as long as possible. Chairman
Delicious Cakes
Henry In common with some other administration leaders regard woman's
jBEWARE OF OINTMENTS
makes !
suffrage a au embarrassment. The
FOR CATARRH THAT
is on record in favor
party
Progressive
CONTAIN MERCURY
of woman suffrage; the old Republias mercury will surely destroy the can
to amalgamate) is
sense of smell and completely derange now party (seeking with
promises to
coming through
itbe whole system when entering it
woman suffrage; and the Soadvocate
Such
surfaces.
mucous
through the
HOME-MADcialist and even the Prohibition party
BREAD,
articles should never be used except
In favor of this
declared
ago
long
ion prescriptions from reputable
as the damage they will do is policy. Unless the Democratic party
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,
itIten fold to the good you can possibly soon gets in line it is likely to find
woman
the
sole
self
party
opposing
are
handled exclusively by us
Hall's Catarrh
derive from them.
which, in a presidential year
iCure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney suffrage,
when there will be at least ten states
;& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
GET THE HABIT!
and is taken internally, acting directly in which women vote for presidential
have serious political
upon the blood and mucous surfaces electors, might
results.
In buying Hall's
jof the system.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
Subscribe for tne Santa rz New
genuine. It is taken Internally and
imade in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney Mexican, the paper that boosts al
tbe time and works for the upbuild
i& Co., Testimonial free.
Sold by druggists. Price Toe per ng of our nw Stat
bottle.
New Mexican Want Ada. always s
Take Hall s Family Pills for
auunnnnfiiinnnnnniuinnrinAnv
bring results. Try It

Telephone 9 W

104 DON (JASPER ST.

3

ASK FOR TICKETS

FRESH
NEW YORKj
BUCKWHEAT

:

E. A. CAHOUN. President.
. E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PCS, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAV.
r Tor particulars and illustrated
address,

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Sopt.

cata-egu-

I

For quick results,
little "WANT."

14, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone and

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 14. President Wilson expects Republican support for his currency bill. "The Democratic party is responsible for seeing
that there is legislation on this subject," said the president. "The legis- lation, however, is not a partisan matter. The only question in regard to t
pouItIdng and an.
ia whether the proposed bill is sound ,,nting nn old sore tor yars and year
licals quickly after
It
the
marvel
at
way
reason
no
is
there
is
If the bill
sound,
whon von rnme to realize that the skin
and the flesh beneath arc composed ot a
it, and if it is not sound mere is
of tiny blood vessels you soive me
"iwork
why a Democrat should vote n tterv.
l
for it."
There are wonderful
properties
S. S. S. that follow the course of the
The party "conference" or caucus ti'.In od
as naturally as the most
streams
just
in the senate is for the purpose of no'irlslilns food elements.
It Is really a remarkable remedy. It
clearing the way for a vote on the cur- contains
one ingredient, the active purpose
rency bill us passed by the house of ot which Is to stimulate the tissues to the
of lis own essential nudoes
selection
The
president
representatives.
elements of
And the medicinal
not. intend to have the senate put up a triment.
matchless blood purllier are just as
this
of
the
as the
solution
health
essential to
fundamentally different
elements of the meats, grains,
currency problem, necessitating a full nutritious
food.
of our dally
and
reconsideration by the house with a fatsNot onesugars
drop of minerals or drugs Is
8. S. S.
possibility of a disagreement and a used In Its preparation. Ask tor
Just Insist upon having It. And If
repetition of the struggle in that and
counsel
upon
and
you desire skillful advice
branch of congress.
any matter concerning the blood and skin,

It is reported

NOVEMBER

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and. to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

FLOUR

Your Business Solicited.'

Phone 100 and 35 W.

PRESIDENT SAYS IT IS NOT A PARTI-

SILK GOWN

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERRILLOS
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
T- -

THE

Stomach Remedy
One Dose Will Convince You.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

COM
TO OBTAIN
YOU WISH
PLETE AND PERMANENT
RESULTS TRY.

Mayr's Wonderful

WINTER GROCERY GO.
PHOFB 40.

Coal

REPUBLICAN

SUFFERERS

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

TRYTHESE

FRIDAY,

The

Best
Route

line Pure
Syrup
and
Syrup spread

it

WARNER'S
E

physl-jcian-

j

THE

Rloaern Gioce

East

iHor

West

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

,

.

I.

COMING!
In

a few days we will open

A

FIRST-CLAS-

S

at 249 San Francisco Street under the
Watch for
personal' supervision of Mr. Gray.
STUDIO

the opening announcement.

-

THE GRAY STUDIO
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHER.

Santa Fe

--

Albuquerque

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

14, 1913.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION PUBLIC SALE OF STATE TIMBER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 12, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the provisions of an act of
congress approved June 20, 1910, the
laws of the state of New Mexico and
the rules and regulations of the state
land office, the Commissioner of Public
Lands will offer at public sale, to the
highest bidder, at 10 o'clock a. m., on
Wednesday, the 2Sth day of January.
1014, in the town of Tlerra Amarilla.
county of Rio Arriba, in front of the

THE FORUM.

PAGE THREE

I

MIL UILfi

THIRTEENTH WHITE HOUSE BRIDE.

Katou, X, jr., Nov. 13, 1913.
.struggling fanner and the poor homo:
To The Honorable State Hoard of ;owner of the towns and cities who are
Equalization of the State of New uaunng desperately to noiu on to their
homes and their few household goods,
.Mexico, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
that seems to be the targets for taxu
Gentlemen:
,
in reading the New Mexican, re- tion.
I
I have been paying taxes
in this
garding the tax problem and the un- state
for twenty-seveyears, without
fair proportion imposed on the towns
court house therein, the matured tim- - and cities, I beg to call your attention a murmur, and I now ca.ll on all home
ner on tne tanas described, viz:
to the mortgage taxation. I have been u""eis to stand pat and resist, and
'
Sections Hi and 32, Township 31 voliiiMv infnrmpri hv nur rnnnlv Irenfi- - Protect your homes from being conflS('a,e1
b'
'"erciless
and
cruel
0"r
in
Colfax and San Juan
North of Range
East. Section 32, urer that only
ot taxation, which iB absolute-- j
Township 32 North of Range 1 East. counties have mortgages been assess-- : 8stem
Section 3d. Township 32 North of ed. If such be the case it is your duty Iy uncaIlen for.
A thorough classification or all lands
Range 1 West and Section 2, Township tc instruct all county treasurers to col-to law, if mid an approximate counting
of all,
31 North of Range l West, N. M. P. ,Iect the same, according
must say livestock in the state is the only rem
M., subject to the following terms and such is the law, although
it being a double taxation, is a great edy. Sufficient appropriation should
conditions:
Such matured timber shall be not wrong and an imposition on the poor be permitted by the next, legislature
less than twelve inches in diameter in people who have to struggle to hold on to investigate the actual cash value
side of the bark, three feet from the to their homes according to your raise of all the properties and cash values,
butt. The price offered shall be on on town and city property, including by a central tax commission, with the
and
the stunmaee basis and the successful household goods, This is now no more assistance of county assessors
their deputies, by classifying the1
bidder shall agree to pay for the em- - a tax, but a confiscation of poor
lands.
of a scaler during the timejP'e's money, and is unfair as
While It is safe to say that the
timber Is being cut. Measure-- thing ever was. While, on the other
land Is not taxed at over fif-- !
ment to be made at the time of
J'" have failed to raise the average
teen per cent of the market value, and
ting and payments to be made the !rate " 'and and cattle, the only
hundreds of thousands of acres which
land office from time to time erties bringing high prices and
accordance with measurements no ways finding a market. We have hun- - are subject to irrigation are taxed at
eis ot thousands of acres of land in from seven to ten per cent of their
made by said scaler. Said scaler to
be employed by the state land office jour county, that has a cash valuation cash market value, the city property
of its
but payment therefor to be made by iof from five to ten dollars and up perjas been assessed at
value, and with the raise of
acre, which we consider as being
the successful bidder.
per cent on the original assessNo price or bid will be accepted for jtlcally exempt from tax, but because twenty tOtfl.lK
a
OVPP 1'nrtV' I1HP full! nf
or iha
inaai.
h tUn lof Innlo. Uient.
:
less than two dollars ($2.00) per one!,
.
!nrnnB- -,
,
,
mp "'ment, "used for
Uta"? f65
Would it not shame the mother who
eaS"rf',
grazing only" whether
'
.
dol- - 'gave birth to a child,
rocked the
be three, five, ten or twenty-tiv..
jir
to
tne
of
pay
expense
scaler,
agreeing
wo have many thou- cradle and raised that child to a noble
as herein specified, the costs of ap- lar land, of which
sand acres, as stated above. It is ass- manhood, who has gained the esteem
praisement and advertising and hold- essed at 78 cents per acre, Including of all the people, who then placed him
ing said sale and such other expense the raise made by the state board. on the bench to handle the scales of
as may be connected therewith. The Should
you doubt my assertion, will justice, for him to decide against
successful bidder shall make a deposit refer
you to the irrigation promoters these poor struggling home owners
.
at the time of the sale of not less of Oolfax
who will tell you that and make them nay the outratremis
than $1,000.00 to pay for such ex the marketcounty
and
value on lands and the
unproportioned part toward runpenses, pay for timber, etc., and such price these large land holders are iiuiB uui government ana let tne tax
amounts so paid shall be forfeited to
dodgers pass on as has been the case
Latest and Best Portrait of Miss Jessie Wilson, President Wilson's
asking is the very cause that Is
the state If the successful bidder fails ing our county and state from keep
In noticing the state- Daughter, Who Will Be Married at the White House on November 25 to
de- to this day?
io euier imo a couiraci wun tne state velopment. But the land holder must ment made by the investigators
reFrancis Bowes Sayre.
within thirty days after it has been :not be embarrassed because he will garding the comparison of assess
received by him, said contract to pro- ;rake his grievance into court.
ments in Santa Fe and Chaves counWashington, D. C, Nov. 13. The which it will be caught will come from
vide for the cutting and scaling and
gown of Miss Jessie Wilson, 'the Wilson home in Columbia, S. C,
wedding
the
is
Investies,
the
report
correct;
Not more than from
to
the thirteenth While House bride, re-- i where some fragrant (lowers are bud
measurement of said timber and the
made
our
tigation
men
business
by
of the livestock is returned
payment of the expenses thereof, and for tnvntinn vpt iha stnull nnrllnn when in Roswell last summer, shows fleets the prevailing bride fashions of ding specially for the occasion
that said successful bidder shall pay thus returned is assessed at less
that property in said city the season and the artistic taste of The East room of the White House,
per C0ncl"slvely
18 assessed one hundred
such additional amounts to the state head nnw n
the wedding will take place,
per cent low her mother, Mrs. Yv'oodrow Wilson,
,oin
who with maternal pride has drawn will be fragrant with
land office as shall be necessary to ;cattIe at
huge vases of
of er ,han ln the city of Raton. The above
approximately
pay iui- uie cuiung or umoer, ana as itile present nrlce
minuer suenginens tne support of a on her artistic Imagination to aid the white roses. Any color in the other
called for by the state land office, and
ana Hn "Pblossoms will be in delicate half tones.
con,m,MKm
The people who are taking advan- u
,
such other conditions, obligations, res- tage of the
01 Dor less
vvuub uie weuuing garment is not The bridesmaids' dresses will be of
tnan $30,000
public grazing land (,at ,)roprlalIon
ervations and terms as may be re- belongs to every man, woman and!Ior tne P"rP0se
a tnorough Investi- - u'tra " any sense or tne word, it con
or the most delicate ivory crepe
forms to
quired by law.
style, and beauty decline, of new, high luster tones
child in the state, are the sheep men jgation.
been
llas
the
first consideration.
If we are to assess vallev lnnrts nt
with a tunic overdress of hydrangea
Each of the tracts as described here- and cattle men who have, for the last
The beautiful Batin itself has a net, girdles and sashes of deeper toned
cash value, as the city prop-thin will be offered separtely. The Com- thirty years, acquired the cream of all
to
do away with the net and soft crushed satin.
The
missioner of Public Lands, or his
land in the state, which means ierty In Raton Is now assessed, a raise slight cream tinge
agent holding such sale, reserves the millions of acres along the streams, from two hundred to six hundred, and harshness of the pure white fabric. It bridesmains' bouquets will be of orsmo cases one thousand per cent is a wonderful quality and so supple chids and lilies of the valley caught
right to reject any and all bids at valleys and watering places that con-lsaid sale. Possession under such auc- trol many more millions of acres of would have to be made above the pres-thi- that it folds naturally into graceful with flowing ribbons and
lines, the crowning glory being an at- silk.
tion sale will be given as soon as con
grazing .land thus making the ent assessment.
tractive train. The mystic mistiness
It is understood that the problem of
ALEX WERSONICK
tracts referred to shall have been sign- - land owned very valuable In the south (Signed)
of the bridal picture has been enhanc- whether or not refreshments will be
well as In the northern parts of our
s
ed, and scaler duly appointed and
Work for the Ntw Mexican. It le ed by the free use of rare old lace, an served the guests is one troubling
state. Any person who has full know- rives on the ground.
Witness my hand and the official ledge of the above condition will not working for you, for Santa Fe and heirloom in the Axson family which those In charge of the arrangements.
before has served many a bride of Of course there will be the bride's
seal of the state land office, this 12th dispute my assertion, nor that it is the the new state,
Miss Wilson's maternal line.
cake, plenty of it, cut with a nice,
of
"November,
1913.
day
The cuBtomary tulle veil, will be bright sword, loaned by a
(SEAL.) V ROBERT P. ERVIE.V.
worn.
The orange blossoms with ft'hite House aid.
Commissioner of Public Lands.
n
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LONG!"

illy W. II. Alburn.)
righted, 1913. by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
NVu' York, Nov.
II. Charles &
Molten, the
railroad pres-int of the United States a railroad
president whom public opinion made
an
president lias finally
broken his silence. Today he submitted to an interview for the Daily New
Mexican at the Vanderbili. hotel in

"Government ownership," said Mr.
.Mellen, "will have lis good and bad
features, it will be good for the
employes. And I have been one
and sympathized
with them very
much more than they suspect. There
arc aljout l.diu.ooo of them now.
Thenj win he mure then. With their
votes, and
votes of allied unions,
they will control everything. We shall
have a government of railroad emNew York.
ployes."
"And the bad features?"
"Yes, I am n monopolist the thing
"
I have
been so charged with!'' said
"They follow naturally. When Kus- the
head of the New sia, even with its vast army and auew Haven & Hartford. "I tocratic power, sees St.
York,
Petersburg
sincerely believe, in monopoly not suddenly deprived of light, power and
transportation; when France, with its
government owned railroads,
faces
strikes that paralyze traffic, you can
foresee the result here.
"More than that, there will be the
waste of inefficiency. The government
cannon run enterprises so well as pri- All experience
Jvate corporations.
proves it. It multiplies employes and
swells expense. And it cannot get
t lie ablest men.
"The New Haven now pays ils president as much as the president of the
j I'nited States is paid.
Would the pub
lic toicrate tiiatY
,o. Then lesser
ability will rule.
"Moreover, the shippers and the
general public will lose what the railroad employes gain. But economic
forces adjust themselves. Even the
railroad employes will gain little in
the end; higher prices will discount
their benelitB."
Then Melle nturned
from the fu-- I
ture to the recent past.
"I have done what I
thought was
ri;!it," he said. "I saw that a unlflc
CHARLES S. MELLEN.
tion of transportation
lines ln N'ew
monopoly as most people conceive the Kngland was needed for our highest
meaning of the word, the power to op- success and for the best service to
press or to obtain unfair advantage, N'ew England. I started in to build
for with railroads it no longer means up the N'ew Haven system. We spent
anything of the kind since a paternal some $l,1rt,0im,noo developing it. To
government has taken from them all Justify that, we had to make sure of
the sources of business. So we bought
power except to pay their bills!
"I believe in monopoly because com- - subsidiary roads and trolley lines.
wanted the company to sell its steam
petition spells waste. A railroad
tern must monopolize traffic to attain ship lines and reported to that effect
the highest economy and efficiency, years ago, but the directors did not
That Is the principle I followed in agree with me."
"You have been accused of corrupbuilding up the New Haven.
"The government now seeks to
tion," he was reminded.
"That is all rot," said Mollen, with
solve the New Haven system, and the
public demand it, as it demanded that a smile. "You can't corrupt a whole
I be made a scapegoat. Such dissolu- legislature, or
of one. Peotion, I believe, would be an economic ple get what they want in the end. The
use of money may delay, but cannot
crime.
I got what I did because 1
"Why, the whole tendency ot the slop them.
times is toward greater consolidation. had the right on my side the ecoAnd do you know where It will end? nomic right, the legal right.
'T say thin soberly, speaking as a
"And, speaking of corruption, the
spectator, with no interests at stake stories I might tell would indicate less
any longer, in the rellective calm that disposition on my part to corrupt than
follows il years' strenuous railroad on the part of others to be corrupted.
I love the state.
"Massachusetts!
ing:
"Within my own lifetime I expect to But never in the west did I receive
see all the railroads of tbe United the sordid, crooked proposals that I
States one great monopoly owned have there. And they point their
and controlled by the United States fingers at mo!
"There is more indigestion, physical
government. It is inevitable.
WEDDING.
"First the government will take and mental. In Boston than in any
over the telephone and telegraph sys-- j other city in America. Boston eats
terns.
That may occur in five or six endless dinners, gels endless attacks
of dyspepsia and passes endless resoyears. After that the railroads: '
It was an amazing statement, com- lutions that end in nothing. And
ing from a man of Mellen's experience sometimes wish that Boston would
and caliber former president of the stop trying to reform the rest of the
N'ew Haven and one of the biggest country and turn her attention home"captains of industry" of a generation ward.
"Massachusetts could at any time
ot big railroad men.
"Why Is government ownership in- have controlled the New Haven system. But Massachusetts
stockholdevitable?" I asked.
"Well, there Is no longer any real ers gave New York their proxies,
monopoly in the old sense. Private They thought to make more money
monopolistic power which I admit is that way."
'
"How about Brandeis?''
liable to abuse has been destroyed
"I
no
have
Interthe
of
the
toward
him.
by
animosity
growing authority
state commerce commission, with its He has fought me hard for his client.
Rut
comhe
has
fought In the open."
grip on rates and service. That
"When the government haB assummission will possess greater and
greater powers. Congress will con- ed the monopoly, said the interviewer,
fer them at the demand of the pub- "and the people have the railroads,
lic. Then, when the railroads can do do you suppose they'll give you credit
nothing without federal permission, it for building this New England mowill be but a step. The public will de nopoly and showing them the way?"
mand government ownership and get
"I
"Maybe they will," said Mellen.
it."
hope so. For I'm not so different from
"And. as a monopolist, do you favor other men. I like public approval,
j
that?"
though I've been too busy to seek it,"
'
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WOMAN'S BOARD OF TRADE
THANKS THE NEW MEXICAN

By MATEO LUJAN, Assistant

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New

you to waste your
The following communication of
your legal forms
thnra already print- - appreciation has been received from
Mexican Printing the Santa Fe Woman's Board of
Company.
Trade:
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 1913.
Santa Fe New Mexican:
At a meeting of the woman's board
of trade and library association held
on Monday, November 10th, it was deNew Mexican Want Ads. always cided that a vote of thanks be tenbring results. Try it.
dered the Santa Fe New Mexican for

For quick results,
littla "WANT."

THE INVITATION

31st.
A vote was therefore taken and the
board extend unanimously a vote of
thanks to the New Mexican for its

courtesy and generosity.
Respectfully,
(Signed) EVELINE N. CRICHTON,
Corresponding Secretary of Woman's
Board of Trade and Library

j
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Typ ewriter Rental Offer

SMITH PREMIER

MONARCH

Six Months, $15.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are
recognized aa the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.

They are the leading lines not only in quality, but in completeness.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have
got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(Incorporated)
South Fourth St.

w

I

Phone Main 674.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Albuquerque, N. M.

flLL STREET.

De Vargas.
Hallberg, Chicago.
Chas. Snodgrass, Denver.
H. Spencer Allen, Boston.

New York, Nov. 14 Stocks In which
there existed a vulnerable short interest rose smartly for a time today but
F. L. Delvin, City.
the buying power went entirely out of
R. L. Baker, Denver.
the market after the initial bulge. SubW. G. Matiland, Denver.
sequent quotations were at succesG. Carruth, Antonito.
sively lower levels and most of the
V. A. Lutung, Deliver.
early advance was eliminated.
.1. O. Seth, Albuquerque.
Sentiment was more cheerful at
Ben T. Baum, Albuquerque.
first, largely on account of the indiH. D. Weeks, Chicago.
cations that the Mexican government
J. R. Lueera, Las Cruces.
was preparing to yield to this counPedro Gonzales, Las Cruces.
Hans Meyn and wife. New York.
try's demands but the situation was
too indefinite to encourage extensive
W. Meyn, Reudsburg, Germany.
Dr. L. F. Lunees, Walsenberg, Colo. operations on the long side. Another
A. L. Royce, Denver.
restraining factor was the selling of
New Haven, coupled with various re-- J
L. Thomas, Denver.
Thos. R, King, Denver.
ports as to changes in its financial
plans. The stock once more touched
George W, Sears, Albuquerque.
a new low record at 75
J. H. Mihre, Chicago.
T. W. HaU. New York.
Bonds were steady.
R. L. Taylor, Albuquerque.
Missouri Pacific sold a point under
T. L. Sehnabel, Albuquerque.
yesterday's close and New Haven conE. W. Potter, St. Joseph.
tinued downward to 75
Montezuma.
A. A.

Four Hundred Persons Have Received the Above Invitation to the
Wedding of Miss Jessie Wilson at the White House on November 25.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS

Ill

a

"HI

Easy Payment Plan.

Paragon Ribbons

"
aaw

$5.00

For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us in
good condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Premier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and we
will credit this $5,000 on the purchase.
SOLD ON THE

One Month, $3.00

HOUSE

in advertising the Halloween fete given on Friday, October

OUR UNPARALLELED;

REMINCTON

WHITE

its generosity

n

Three Months
For

TO THE COMING

COTTON STATISTICS FOB
bales; Peru, 149; China, 7(11. and from
MONTH OF OCTOBER. all other countries, 10S3.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 14. Cotton
Exports: To United Kingdom, 541,-14- 9

consumed in the Untied States dur
ing October amounted to 542,809 bales,
the census bureau announced today.
Cotton on hand October 31 in manu
establishments
1,072,274
facturing
bales and in independent warehouses
2,551,904 bales.
Exports of domestic cotton during
October amounted to 1.517,838 bales;
imports were 5372 bales, fotton consumed included 17,955 bales of foreign
cotton and 31,257 bales of linters. Con
sumption in cotton growing states
273,534 bales and in all other states
19.275 bales.
Cotton on hand in manufacturing
establishments October 31, .Included
61,482 bales of foreign cotton and 49.- S77 bales of linters.
In cottoi growing states manufacturing establish
ments there Was on hand 57(3,139 bales
and in all other states 496,135 bales.
Cotton in independent warehouses
Included 26,672 bales of cotton and 3S,- 108 bales of linters. In cotton growing states In independent warehouses.
there was 2,497,799 bales, and in all
other states 54,165 bales.
Imports were from Egypt. 2,211

bales; Germany, 4(io,525; France,
279,469; Italy, 54,282, and to all other
countries,

204,508.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

t

M.

Oct. 30, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Cipriano
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
No. 01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
NW4 SE4 SV4 NE4, section 3, township 17 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before the register and receiver, U. S.
land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
Dec. 9. 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Chavez. Emllio Delgado,
Melquiades Martinez, Juan Moutoya
y Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. Jr.
FRANCISCO

DELGADO.

R.
L.
H.
A.
H.
W.
G.

U. Bcddow,

Gallnp.

Manheimer, Chicago.
H. Brook, Buckman.
C. MoElwain,
St. Louis.
Milstein, Denver.
R. Hepner, City.
V. Schwartz, Brooklins. Mass.
Jesse L. Nusbaum, City.
J. Lachman, San Francisco.
Robert Becker, Colorado Springs.
J. W. Stewart, Roswell.
Adam Zimmerman, Lovlngton.
M. E. Sewalt, Lovlngton.
A. D. Jones, Lovlngton.
William DunJap, Dunsmuir.
C. J. Dawe, Denver.

Register.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.

Ads.

always

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

Ooffw
j

You don't gambit; when
oof-fe-e.

you buy inonoyback
AVe

don't when

monevbaek Sc

wo

h i 11 i n

g's

Best; nor the groeer who
pays

the money.

Safe
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fresh

cans, ever-cleanly granulated.
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PAGE FOUR

THE PRESSURE IS
TELLING ON HUERTA

PORTIN

(Continued From Page One.)

Coffee

CORPORATION OFFICIALS
INDICTED AT LOS ANGELES
Ixi5 Angeles, C'al., Nov. 14. A
blanket indictment was Returned by

itne reaerai srauu jury iuua ugmusi
Angeles Ineleven officials of the J
congres is convened tomorrow in the vestment
company, a corporation con
By this govern
face of renresentations
e
...
approximately $i't),(iW,uOu or
meal that it will not recoguize an ui trolling Bench
warrants were issued
aK8ets.
as
act
legal.
that body's
former
The secretary said that thus far uo tor Charles A. Elder, on the presiold
six "BoemtaB
ob- - dent
hi.
had
any
interposed
foreign power
board of directors, and four other orjection to the course the United flcials
of the company.
re
to
endeavor
in
its
States is taking
store order in Mexico.
New Mexican Want Ads. always
London, Nov. 14. In reply to Presicommunication an- bring results. ; Try. it.
dent Wilson's
eliml-nntnouncing his determination to
rieneral Huerta and his ' adher
ents from power, in Mexico, Great
answered formally
Britain today
through Ambassador wauei
that her policy was strictly one qt

Don't spcuk of coffee

sink'. It isn't
time that does the harm,
but exposure to air and all
there is in it.
a.s old ami

-

.

CAPTAIN

MISSOURI'S

IS

A

SPEED MERCHANT.

BENEATH
New York, N. Y., Nov.

TRAIN.

A

T.

14.

H.
fa-

WESTERN

RESERVE'S

BALL

(Tommy) Burns, internationally
mous as a jockey, either jumped or
train in
fell beneath an elevated
to
lirooklyn today and was ground
the
tragedy.
witnessed
one
No
pieces.
The last person to see him was the
station ticket seller, who remarked
him pacing up and down the platform
just before the train pulled in.

FOOT

CAPTAIN.

FULL OF FUN AND
SNAP AND ACTION

KILLED

FAMOUS JOCKEY

"Officer 666," when it appeared in
voui Vnrk nnd Chicago, was accord
ed the most nattering expressions of
approval by both the press and pub
lic. It lived up to the prediction ui
Ha npnKnrR hv recording the longest
run ever registered in either cities
c
i.. ui tia nluoc and nntfliameui lux u yiay
that we are to see the famous ponceman at the Elks Theater-- Saturday,
November 15, interest in the piece has
ii--

Here's How
to Begin
V the Day

imrteratood that the other Euro- ftv,o,.
that
have sent similar replies
nowers
ELEVEN
Tim ninHt irresistible "peeler"
t.all
PRINCETON
OFF FOR NEW HAVEN
Bwnni? a nieht stick, in a better :, that of Great Britain, exchanging
!
detective play than ever came out of views, which it was understood rvmu-'Prince- Urauro is "Oflicer Ctifi." a play that
desired they should do.
gton
Princeton, N. J., Nov. 14
send-of- f
President Wilson's note to the pow-irhas scored the most definite success
tons varsity team got a rousing
It
while it stated very clearly his inwhen it left for Greenwich where
both ' in New York and Chicago recrecord for tuition to get rid of Huerta, did not,
will spend the night and go to New orded on the theatrical
Haven tomorrow morning for the Yale years. Everyone to whom the show U is understood, include any outline
game. Captain Baker, the coaches world appeals will want to see this no m Vim hs would accomplish that
a sort cl rct, in case that Huerta should re- and the team as a whole came in for
cheers. Five hundred students left of prophylactic, good in a dramatic tuse (0 yield to persuasion
s
with the team on the special train, five way for that, tired feeling. The play
An ofncial pointed out today, how-ih..rireri more will follow this after- a melodramatic farcial stage film ever lt ig not difficult to forecast
'
HllH tlll'MlSi
.. .
.
J nnnnKal
.....! nlnl
inoon and evening and by the time the ...(,1.
i""' nf l'llicrhs
what would nappen, biiuuiu ucuc.a.
ti,,,,,lu
;gr.me begins tomorrow, practically
t,)at ,g Bhot out witll a ra pidlty of a Huerta not voluntarily withdraw and
entire student, body will be at New Hotchkiss field piece storming an en the financial nressure and the block- And the audi nite nf the Mexican
Haven
emy's entrenchment.
ports prove inef
My goodness, fectualintervention must follow."
members of lie varnity ence that it attracts!
Twenty-siman
hnw thev rin eniov it! The stout ones
squad with coaches, trainers and
It is expected that President Wilson
chortle over the swift fun or gasp at will continue to communicate to the
agers boarded the train.
uhe thrill punctuations. The matinee
thfj BUOceggive BtepS or tne
girls are intensely interested in the ' ,. .
SPORTING MAN DIES
BY HIS OWN HAND handsome p cture pilferer, who, they
So far as Great Britata Is cpncernea
hope, wil! get away with the swag ..
"c
U
of
H.
when
that
G.
and
Plnteu.
scamps
14.
prince
Cambridge, Mass. .Nov.
her reply being the same in each case,
umiiririna a well known sporting man finally caught, vote him the dearesl
non interference,
official, committed sui- villian that ever had his thumb prints namely,
Captain Wilson, leader of the Uni- and prize ring
photographed.
today.
shooting
cide
one
of
is
by
MURDERER
versity of Missouri' eleven,
CONVICTED
the big men of the Missouri ConferESCAPES FROM TRAIN.
trim
ence. He weighs 182 in playing
WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE
GRANTED TO
and has been timed KM yards in a DIVORCE
SHELVED BY UNIONISTS
Fort Smith, Ark., Nov. 14. Artuui
LITERARY WOMAN.
fraction over 10 seconds. For two
Nov. 14. Tin' Tillman. 21 years old under sentence
Norwich,
England,
years Wilson has played at fullback
.les- - question of woman suffrage was di
of death for the murder of Miss Aman
Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 14. Mrs.
and has been one of the most con....w....
da Stephens, leaped from a train near
i
ui
onmiai
ftiomc
iiau.i.
sie Emerson
anej,
sistent ground gainers in the
the
play-- j conference, which opened here today.
and
writer
Perry, Ark., while being taken to
York, a magazine
a state penitentiary today, and escaped
ueun
iu
a
uuiuui
iroiu
irieu
itouen
divorce
l,oiu
was
granted
wright,
to be pangea warcn iv
Fank Duncan Bailey an Englishman, pledge from the delegates to extenl Tillman was
now living in Seattle, In common the parliamentary franchise to women, next at Paris.
were The matter was shelved by the
mi... stenhens who was 19 years old
pleas court here today. They
a little more than two years lion of an amendment making this was shot to death last March and her
change
The divorce was proposed constitutional
body buried in a well.
ago in New York.
of gross neglect, pendent on the express sanction of the
the
on
ground
LITTLE
reelectorate.
THAW HEARING SET
and her former name of Moffit was
A resolution was carried with oi'i'v
,,
t, ninintiff
FOR NOVEMBER 18TH.
.
,
ttlUl CU t. 111 t"
MADE HIM FOLLOW THE ROAD
uidobuuus vua- yicuguig mc i
N. H Nov. 14. Counsel
She is the daughter or n:uwara tutuConcord,
TOP.
New York, former ionist party to a discontinuance of the for Harry K. Thaw and the state of
of members of the house of
.. Emerson.
t
wina r.mw- -Davment
New York were notified today that
preBiaeiu oi me .T.ioi
commons. Members of parliament now
United
ers' association. On the witness stand
Judge Edgar Aldrich, of the a
a
ui
Mrs. Bailey charged her nusDana uau iccivc a
States district court, would hold pre18 in
bkrs ulted her with a dining room
liminary hearing here November
DELAWARE'S
connection with the habeas corpus
chair in her father's home and taunt DEFENDS
Mattea-waWHIPPING POST
ed her with the statement that nei
proceedings instituted by the
Washington, D. C, Nov. 14. Barefather's investigation of him after her
fugitive.
back whipping of convicts of Delaware
marriage failed to reveal his true
was defended in the house today by
FIREMEN ARE INJURED
Representative Brockson, of that state
BL FALLING WALL.
in a speech that bristled with Biblical
DISHONESTY
OF
CLEARED
Nov. 14. Five fireMo.,
St.
Louis,
in
'citations
favor
quotations and legal
BECAUSE OF DISAPPEARANCE.
under the falling
buried
were
men
Tor
chastisement.
of the rod and whip
towall of a burning warehouse here
A
resolution
Representative
by
CalderozAlfonso
14.
the debris
from
rescued
Rome, Nov.
were
but
Evans, of. Montana, to direct the presi- day
were tanen
zo. former musician on a
, , M
,i
,f
by their comrades. They
- !.
e
States battleship, was today exonerat- None was beto the city hospital.
the De
Junction
against
conproceedings
in
of dishonesty
The ware
ed o an
authorities to prevent the wh p- - lieved to be seriously hurt.
with hi. disappearance
to the S. W. Beck Hay
house
belonged
.New
tu
,
oi
Piiift
LtisKic,
pnauners
iia...itu
ctiiriiatpd with
it

orniipod
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TO THE

1. J. SAWYER
Phonj 206

W

SANTA FE, N. M.

HE WILL

is that one good
way. Roasted in
small quantities,
you always get
it with its full
flavor.
"Tht test Ihl firocer Can Dlllt

.

TAKE YOU TO THE

LAUGHING

STATION

WHO ?
OFFICER

"

666

The Morey
Mercantile Co.
Denver, Colo.

BOY.

THIS COP'S BEAT IS A BIG SCREAM

.

.

223 San Francisco St.

Saturday, November 15th

iu

.J

AND MQILDING

COFFEE

;

ii

WINDOWS, DOORS

Solitaire,

n

AND

b

ELKS' THEATRE

WILL POWERS MADE WORLD'S CHAMPION

ON HIS FRAME

and 2'2-lcans;
clean granulated moneyback.

Moreys

I

,.

PUT MUSCLE

'

coffee.

i

OUT OF A PUNY

-

LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,

way to begin the
day is with a cup
of good, rich

1

Paul Spurney, captain of the Western Reserve university, is a graduate
of Central High School, Cleveland.
Last year he led the eleven and played
quarter, but this year is showing morn
ability at halfback.

'

roasting.

The one good

j

x

j

Schilling's Best, in aromacans is "young"
-tight
and fresh a year after

.

.

u

14, 1913.

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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By ALGLST1N MAC HUGH

-

JUST PURE FUN, THAT'S ALL

j

iij

w
.,j

Prices, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
SEATS ON SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE

'

CURTAIN AT

U

O'CLOCK.

F. ANDREW
Market.
Grocery, Bakery, and

..

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

Auto Delivery Every Hour

I

....
"
fM. tiio
American
m
irg mi cAuiuoivu 'vi
un-bluejackets. Calderozzo had been
WIFE MURDERER IS
was
he
later
and
HANGED IN WYOMING.
avoidedly defined
BRIDE ARRIVE HOME
Nov. 14. Warren
aummea io me yaimi
Wyo,
Rawlins,
P.
14
William
New York, Nov.
battlewas
20 other bluejackets from the
of the Democratic Jenkins, convicted wife murderer,
chairman
the
them
here
Service
ship Utah and received with
national committee, came home from hanged at the state penitentiary
Try Our
at 2:45 o'clock for the
apostolic benediction.
Europe on the steamship Mauretania this morning
wife.
today with his bride, formerly Miss murder of his
MONTANA FARMERS LOSE
of
Washington,
Williams,
Dorothy
PhoneNo-- 4
SUIT AGAINST COPPER CO. whom he married in London.
14.
The
of THANKSGIVING
Washington, D. C, Nov.
the
asked
about
When
possibility
the
PROCLAMATION
supreme court today dismissed
his accepting the appointment as amsuit of the Montana farmers who had bassador to France, he said:
in
their
BY THE GOVERNOR
courts
been defeated in lower
"I have iio taste for public service
of the
light for relief from the fumes
I do not expect to take public
land
Anaconda copper smelter near Butte
In the midst of trials and hardships diswhich they alleged ruined their crops
almost inconceivable to us at this
and lands. The case was cnsmisseu ONLY 12 PER CENT OF
Itance, the little band oi
the farmers
by the court because
LAND YIELDS MAXIMUM found it m meir iieans
Him who rules all. This was Binfailed to print an enormous record
N. H Nov.
Manchester,
which came up from the lower courts. than fnrtv tier r.fint of the country's carely tne expressiuu ui mci. 6.
..
had been
;
i.l.. wonII tur for blessings before unknown, as well
o.v. a
ii. is aaifi
cuiuvaieu i ilanu ih rtfitsunaui.v
a
reached by which the smelter will hetivated and egg thfm
per cent ,s as a desire for guidance from higher- I
Unviable tea-..
...uu la.. rMop
SANTA FE, N. M.
V
-r divine thanks for their presernecre- j
PHONE 12
ouerauiu
yieiaing maximum amounts,
tures.
tarv Houston of the department of ag- - ivatlon from disaster and the privilege
in an atmos-oriculture, told the National Grange of living and worshiping
of freedom.
TO INVESTIGATE COST
Patrons of Husbandry in
OF MAKING CLOTHING. Seventh annual convention here today
Then is it not meet and proper wi nio,i tn nnr hrnndor vision and superior civiliwoahlneton. D. C Nov." 14 Fed
i.t;i,iD
Uation to pause and look beyond with
eral investigation of the cost of manu- such a conclusion.
knit
and
thankful hearts for au tne goou mu
hosiery
clothes,
facturing
h.i i.nmn Into nur lives?
IN
DEAD
OF
Secretary
ordered
TOTAL
LIST
by
was
today
goods,
AND
MODERN
WRECK REACHED 22.
Here, with opportunities beyond the
Redfleld of the department of comconditions
Looks Today
14.
Nov.
Twenty-twhopes of the pilgrims, with
merce.
Eufaula, Ala.,
ALWAYS
wo mnke them, blessea wun ma
m atntomPTit as to whether the in totalities had resulted up to noon toOne to rowdyism, dissipation and
ever developing
of
day from the wreck of the Central of terial prosperity and in
failure the gutter road.
quiry had to do with the working
LARGE LOBBY
everything
ndvanclng
was avanauie m Georgia pasenger train near Clayton,
new
tariff
law,
the
achievement
to
big
The other
it was recalled Ala., yesterday. Of the dead, half of that goes to enrich and ennoble witn
but
official
VERANDAS
quarters,
am
AND
tireless
and
through clean living
schools, better
that Secretary Redfield previously had whom were white and half negroes, better homes, better
bition.
ana
a
for
us
let
day
pause
announced the purpose of his depart- 12 were killed outright while ten suc churches,
COMFORTABLE PORCH
of
Ritchie took the high road.
ment to investigate the working of the cumbed later of their injuries. The in unison give thanks to the "Giver
enSWINGS and ROCKERS
the
is
due
achieved
and
perfect gift,"
"What I have
tariff law as it relates to the princi- railroad officials today began an inves every true
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Does a General Banking Business.
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W. A. WILLIAMS,
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PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PROMPT StRVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Phone 139.

Re-

310 San Francuco St.

saHENRY KRICKes
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
WEISER IN BOTTLES

BUD

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
- Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
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Hay, Grain

time and
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire evry
their advice will save you needless expense end worry.
"Hurry! The call of the timbe." and swamp is calling."
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.
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Who are you?

Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up In the clouds
In other words, are
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock?
If so, come down to Beacham &
you a thoroughbred sportsman?
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
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REDUCED RATE
TO ALBUQUERQUE

FOR NEW MEXICO
EDUCATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

To Be Held Nov.
ONE AND

ONE-FIFT-

H

23-2-

6.

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

Attend this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses byof Hon. P. P. Claxton,
Education, and
U. S. Commissioner
other noted educators.
ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,

$4. 1 5

Tickets on Sale Nov.

21

to 25,

disrcxjsivE)

Return Limit, December 2.
H. S.LUTZ, Agt.A.T.&S. F.R.R.
SANTA

FE, N.

M.
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at the Santa Fe PottofflM
Published Daily
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Spanish Weekly

Branson M. Cutting.

NOVEMBER

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding:, Hunting-- , Tennis
Playing and all outdoor sports.

IS FULL OF UNCERTAINTIES

for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
A nd we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle

m,

fhTljj
iWs&y
mjM&r

and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.
Some of these uncertainties can, however, be avoided or diminished by
that reasonable attention which a man of ordinary prudence should always
give to his pecuniary affairs.
The accumulation of a money reserve is one of the means by which
life's uncertainties arising from poverty prolific source of evils can be
eliminated or diminished.
ImZJZZZSSP
The best and surest way to have money is to get the banking habit
VALLEYSRANCH, NEW MEXICO.
Then you are prepared for all emergencies arising from Its lack.
Deposit your money in this strong, safe bank where the same careful
are good reasons why attention is given to the small depoiilor as to the largest.
ways had the flag floating on the plaza where there
for the past fifty years, and it is never some boys or girls cannot finish the
taken down, but day and night it flies eighth grade before their school days THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
from the staff, and as soon as it shows are ended, but parents should do their
It
one.
a
new
wear it is replaced with
ND PROFITS, $245,000.00.
CAPITAL, SURPLUS
best to see that they are not the
is the original idea of Captain Smith
Republican.
Montoya
Simpson, one of the old soldiers of the
state, and he makes it his duty to see
that the flag is always there. It Is a
STEERING TO THE MIDDLE
practice that other cities could follow
with good taste. I am glad that there
is a new flag floating on the corner
OF BAD MUDDLE
near the city center.
Those Peanuts.
What do you think of seven carBACK UP
SHOULD
loads or 100 tons of salted peanuts "THIS GOVERNMENT
ON PANAMA
AGAIN
in a year from one single factory?
AND START OVER
Going some, isn't it? There is Buch
TOLLS."
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
a factory in Detroit and no one kneva
how many there are in other portions
HOME
of Uncle Sam's domain, but it goes to
B.V HERBERT QUICK,
show that the peanut eaters are nuv (Author of "On Board the Good Ship
erous and healthy and continuous.
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
Earth," Etc., Editor of Farm and
We have no conception of th
Fireside).
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
or
of
food
candy
amount of one kind
1913, by the Newspaper
(Copyright,
central Location.
is
it
until
or gum we get away with
Enterprise Association.)
brought to us in some such way as
THOS. DORAN,
If, as I think, we are, as a matter of
Large Sample Rooms.
this report of the amount of salted
bound to repeal or
peanuts turned out in the coursa ot a policy and duty,
suspend the law providing for free
single year by one firm.
and
One thing that is nice about it is passage for our coastwise ships
is
not
festive
regarded!
the
peanut
that
yet as a thing injurious and to be ,
avoided. It still holds Its own as one j
of the really healthful articles or
diet and is said to be the best thing
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
that goes into the lunch bucket of the
Proprietor of the
school boy.
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
It will be wise for us to get all the
fun we can out of the peanut though
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
as it is likely that the time will come
The Best That Can be Bought I
when the doctors and the scientists
MARCUS
CATTON,
AT ANV PRICE
will be telling us that it is harmful
Son of the Famous
and not good for something or omer,
Take no chances on either
and the thing for us all to do is to let
when a small amount will give
CATTON,
is
the
go
way things
it alone. That
the protection that you
will manage hi billiard parwho
you
that
of
fond
something
tiow. We get
lors and instruct tiiose desiring to
need, and when you do use inhas been eaten for ages and a thing
learn the game. All new tables,
surance get the best, as it Is
which our fathers ate and enjoyed and
HERBERT QUICK.
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
the cheapest, and
ihrived en, and all at once some chap
room
tor those who eater
lounging
who says he Is a physician or a scient- imposing tolls on the ships of other
, ALWAYS SEE
to the pastime.
ist or an experimenter comes along nations, what shall we do about tolls?
We can let
snips
everybody's
and says if we don't stop eating this
EVERYONE WELCOME I
a
and that we will have some horried through free and make the world
one
wmmmumammmmmmmm
thing;
disease and will fall a prey to physical present of the canal, for
Office United States Bank Building
ailment at which we look with dread, and it would be money in our pockets
(FIRST FLOOR)
than
and we foolishly drop from our menu as a nation to do this rather
who
has
purchased the Insurthe thing that has been tested for gen charge tolls which would even retard
ance Business of the L. A.
the movement of freight.
erations and pronounced good.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
If the interest on our Investment is
It will take more than the ban of
good companies, good protection
the scientist, however, to put the pea- twelve or fifteen millions a year and
CHARLEY
g
GANN, Prop'r
nut on the shelf or out of the circus we operated the canal free, it would
ring or the picnic park or any place still be a good investment. It nearly
M
1
European Plan.
where folks do congregate. The pea- doubles the efficiency of our navy
Meals At All Hours.
and that alone is worth the annual 1
nut is here to stay.
WOOD
STAGE LINE
Elegant Rooms in Connec- - g
charge. It will break the freight monoSteam
poly of the transcontinenttal railroads jjj
Heat,
tlon,
f
AMONG THE EDITORS. and that will be worth many times
Prom
Electric Lights and Baths.
twelve millions a year.
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY. 1
He Doesn't.
But no such generous policy is necesA smart man can get along in the 8ary. We can exact tolls which will
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
1 Meets Both North South
Bound Trains.
world with less effort than others
rarry the charges and not reduce the ( 241 San Francisco Street.
m
f the "canal, avoid offense
but he usually doesn't. Kenna Rec juge(Uinegs
Leave Barranca on the arrival ot
Hear S. W. Corner Plaza,
ord.
;to the nations of the world and deal
iiiBiiiaiiiiKiBiBiiBaian KBiiniHan' tho north bound train and arrives ai
Who Did It,
fairly by our treaty obligations.
Taos at 7 p. m. "
To do this we need only adopt the
We don't know who it was that put
Ten miles shorter than any other
methods any competetn
the ax in taxation, but most of our
Good covered hacks and aoo
way.
use
would
get-are
agent
certain
feel
that
they
people
Far $5.00 round trip. Teamt
team.
are
canals
Tolls
It.
generally
Raton
Range.
through
ting
furnished
commercial men o take in
of
the
on
the
calculated
tonnage
So Many Ways.
the surrounding town. Wlr Embudi
No matter with what she is load'
Equal taxation is what New Mexico
mera
The
that
first
sign
station.
needs. But like the tariff, it is ex- ed, or whether she is loaded at all,
chant means to give you a
plained in so many ways that uo one she pays on her tonnage. She pays
square deal is when he comes
has yet been able to analyze It satis as much if filled with hay or crushed
out in print and tells you exactfactory to all the people. Springer rock as if the cargo were silks, pta.nos
or tourists.
Stockman.
ly what he is willing to do.
Which Shows It.
No railway man would ever be so
He is putting a promise on paThe man that lives in town is often Insane as to adopt such a scheme of
styled the fellow who has to "live out charges; and yet I believe this is exper in words he cannot recall.
of paper sacks." But which Bhows the lactly the scheme which our law adopts
He is giving you a written conmost spirit of community co operation for the Panama canal. I believe the
tract you have a right to hold
or
like
ton.
of
sacks
out
tolls
a
who
lives
$1.25
are
he
paper
Something
r
to it.
him
of
the
the
When
that .anyhow.
he who lives out
phosphates
of the Columbia Valley are mined and
catalog? Deming Headlight.
Fire, Life, jAccldent'
He deserves your confidence
ground for fertilizer they will have to
Might As Well Quit.
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc
if
and
consideration
you
your
Now they have found a peanut trust pay $1.25 a ton. The gold from the
need his wares.
in Virginia. If the grasping monopo- Treadwell mine In Alaska can go
REAL ESTATE
lists get hold of the peanuts then we through at the same rate. The million
All things being equal choose
might really just as well throw up our aires owning the Treadwell mines can
man
the
in
who
advertises
your
hands and quit. Roswell News.
personally go through at $1.25 a ton.
paper against the one who does
This is cruelly high for fertilizers and
City Property, Farms-RancheThe Finest
not.
The Pecos valley weather could not 'absurdly low for gold. I submit, milOrchards
be nicer and finer than during the llonaires should have a higher rate
Perhaps the one who does not
Land drants, Etc.
manure.
than
all
north
this
time
and
the
past week,
advertise is merely an old fogey
All freight rates are so calculated
and east is suffering from snow and
or perhaps he is afraid of somemove
The
will
that
the
traffic
freely.
cold, with a blizzard of the
thing.
ioned kind thrown on top of it. Ros- - goods which need a low rate get It.
can
The
which
Even if it is simply through
well Record.
pay a high rate,
goods
without feeling it, pay it.
old fogey-isthat he Invites
Not Much Difference.
Of
The government should back up and
It Is slowly leaking into the brain
the spider to spin webs over his
ot the average American that it does sUit over again on Panama to1s.
door shun him.
not make much difference if beef We are now steering right into the
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
Who wants to trade with back
comes in free from the Argentine and middle of a bad puddle in which we
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
numbers
and
"neverwuzzers" in
Australia since the trust controls the "hall be in the wrong. We should
these days of live wires you
value
tho
tolls
to
the
jmake
according
RoBwell
News.
shipments
"New MEXICO! t
SANTA PC
tne things carried. Hay, crushed
don't, do you?
Why?
coal and lumber should pass
Wool is holding very strong in
a
in
tho onnniv f through at a toll very much below
Oranges, lemons and fruits
Is $1.25.
wool outside the United States
should pay more. Silks still more.
PRIVATE
scarcely sufficient for the needs of the
a ton
mills. It will be therefore impossible Twenty passengers weighing
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
SERVICE
AMBULANCE
A
cou,d
dollars.
ea8"y P"? twenty
for American mills to import wool ex- no
with
should
cargo
go through
cept they buy at the prevailing
A new and
Good
,n the Interests of the canal, if
Rigs
prices in London. Why then should iffeeAmbulance for the
back
with
a
Joad.
coming
Drivers
the American woolgrower be
Transfer of Invalids
boozled In letting go at lower figures?
T1he8Aar,ithe Principles on which
live
live prices.
ihii jubi tanuB uuu mum wmuu art; uui
Day or Night at ReaHillsboro Free Press.
J just .are levied. The adoption of them
Prices.
sonable
Closest Route to Cliff Dwelling.
Just A Foolish.
wouia settle tne treaty question.
it
Keeping the boys and girls out of would settle the matter of reducing
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
school to help do the work at home is freight rates on the railways. And il
Phone 130 Main.
we
was
as
now
when
as
it
foolish
would make the canal a paying
just
Phone Livery, : : : Espanola.N.
were young There may be some cases
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THEY SHOULD CONS10ER

be considered
In this complicated tax quest ion there is a good deaj to
of the board of
and tho'--e who sire interested in overthrowing the action
to review before they take action
equalization have some important things
ihsl is too drastic.
the action of the
Any citizen who is going to make a protest against
at which
board must be sure that his skirts are clean and that the amount
law.
of
the
letter
the
within
was
his
strictly
listed
he
property
shade
It is a generally recognized fact that the majority of tax payers
when they come to put their property on the tax list and
a
little
the values
is
that the "full value," from which the percentage is to be taken, is rarely
going
full." In an appeal from the decision of the board this question
to come up and the statute reads this way concerning it:
' And if any such person shall knowingly make a false or defective list of
per cent upon
his prqpertv, he shall be liable to a penalty of twenty-fivand shall also
the full amount of all taxes levied against him and his property,
be deemed guilty of perjury and punishable accordingly."
their
The persons feelings aggrieved are given the right of appeal and
before they
but
if
wrong,
and
correction,
protection,
rights aie guaranteed
are in the right from the
go into this action they must be sure that they
made will stand the scrutiny of
beginning and that the list they originally
the officers whose duty it is to make the review.
Those who have really made a true list In the first instance have nothing
to fear in an appeal, but the ones who have shaded their values and made
safer course
a return of a less amount than the law requires, would take theseem
to them
to let well enough alone, even when the well enough does not
like.
would
what
they
just
Is feeling
Before taking an appeal it would be well for the oue who
in the procovers
this
which
point
statute
particular
the
read
to
aggrieved
cedure to be sure he is right before going ahead.
In touching on this question we cannot help reiterating what we have
said before that the only way. to bring the desired result and give to the
is to choose as candipeople of the state a fair and just rate of taxation
dates for the next house of representatives those who can be depended
and who are
upon to vote for such laws as will bring this condition about
system of taxation,
not bound to the old bosses and their made
open to tax dodging.
-- 0

The Montezuma Hotel
THE TRAVELING MAN'S

e

NOTING DOING

it Btill seems to be the idea of the old standpat element in the Repub
lican party that a new alignment should be brought about, but that It must
be all for the benefit of the Republican organization.
The letter just issued by Klfego Baca carries out this scheme as he
the city election
pleads for a union of the Progressives and the Republicans in
in Albuquerque.
"
and to once more
Quoting from his letter, he expresses it this way:
the Republican party,
unite the two forces and to become one party,
as heretofore existed."
That is amusing in the extreme. That Is just what the Progressive
party has been trying to get away from ever since its organization. It was
the Republican party "as it heretofore existed" that forced the new and
fighting young party into the field.
There is nothing in the course cf events since the separation of the Proof
gressives from the Republicans that would lead to a return on the part
the former.
The Progressive party is now tho second party in the country and in
the recent election it more than held its own. It is fighting for principles
and not for plums or political prestige, and the suggestion of Chairman
Baca that the two old parties get together and parcel out the offices is not
one that appeals to the true Progressive in any particular whatever.
It is natural that the Republicans should still cling to the old Idea that
has controlled them all these years that the only thing to fight for is the
offices and that the pledges and the platforms are for no purpose other than
to win with. After the election it Is the offices that become of interest and
the only matter that is to be considered.
This character of suggestion does not appeal to the Progressives at
who has the Republican party at heart," as
all, nor does the plea of
the Progressives do not at the present time have the G. 0. P. "at heart,"
and are more interested in defeating that organization than uniting with it.
The cry that the Democrats must be beaten, is not a war cry that will
awaken any enthusiasm In the Progressive ranks, and the prospect of the
much desired amalgamation grows more and more remote.
t,

0

IN DAYTIME

'Sammy, what are you crying
asked mamma of her little boy,
had just, returned from church.
'Because the clergyman says
we must all be born again, and
afraid I shall be born a girl
time."
THE

AS

for?"
who

that
I am

next

0

MELLEN'S SURPRISING INTERVIEW

We give space on another page for an important interview with Charles
the New Haven railroad the scapegoat
of the crowd of high financiers.
Mellen tells our interviewer that government ownership of railroads is
coming during his lifetime. The only amazing thing about this is that Mellen, the private monopolist, predicts it. And as a private monopolist he
doesn't like the thing he clearly forsees. So he tells us of the bugaboos
before the eyes of all who fear and oppose
which float, like
government ownership of public utilities.
Nevertheless, the interview, coming from a man like Mellen, is Inter
eating and we give it to our readers aB a contribution to current thought on
a very vital subject.
S. Mellen, the deposed president of

liver-speck-

0

That was rather a rash remark made

by Emmeline Pankhurst the othe?
night In Chicago when she said: "I would break every law there Is to get
part in making them." She forgot, did she not, that there are laws against
murder, burglary, outrage and white slavery? Would Mrs. Pankhurst want
to violate these? That kind of talk is likely to get the lady in bad in this
country and steer her against a law that might involve the lady herself.

SEES IT.

Democratic Signs.
The Wilson family has democratic
tendencies and the fact that a relative
of Woodrow was defeated for the president of his class at the law school of
which is is a member, will not cause
any great amount of annoyance on the
part of the White House occupants.
It seems that there was a spirited
campaign for the position of class
and it lasted for two
president
months. It would be generally supposed that being the nephew of the
president of the United States, P. W.
McM. Woodrow would win in a walk,
He was beaten by a
but he didn't.
The
chap by the name of O'Toole.
young man was entitled to the consideration, though, and that his friends
stood by him is to the credit of both
the victor and the voters who put him
in. It was not many years ago that
the vote would have stood differently
than it did in the present case. The
tide is turning and the tendency is
tcward less of toadying to the man
of position, though the lure of wealth
uas .lost npne of its bright!. ess and
the nian with the dough is the one who
can have the friends an win the
I

I; is a matter of satisfaction that the
leading man and the leading woman
of this big country are both of the
democratic kind and that all they do
in a public and private way point to
the fact that they are believers in true
democracy. This has been shown in
Rtany ways and not the least of these
is the interest Mrs. Wilson has taken
;n the working girls "of Washington
and in the general condition of those
who are compelled to toil in the ccmn.on walks of life to get along.
I do not imagine that the defeat of
his nephew will jar President Wilson
in any degree at all and that he will
think it all right to have a relative of
his beaten by a man named O'Toole.
At all events it is a sign of democracy
and it Jooks good.
Glad It's There.
It looks good anywhere at any time
and the sight of it always Is an inspiration. I mean "Old Glory." I was
glad to see it when it was put out in
front of the forestry building the
other day where we can all look at it
day after day as we pass by.
The name is so appropriate, that
name "Old Glory" for it has the air
about it that makes one see the glory
that has come where the old flag led.
The little banner on lower Palace
avenue is not a large one, but it is
bright and new and gives one a patriotic Impulse as he goes by and
looks at it. I 'do not know what there
is about the nag that compels men to
do what they do when it is before
them but the influence is everywhere
in all lands, and the flag of a man's
country will lead him anywhere.
Of course it is the one thing above
all others that tells of the battles we
have fought and it always speaks of
the progress of a nation toward the
better things, but even then we
wonder sometimes Just what the influence is that will lead men quite so
far in the way of sacrifice and loss as
the flag has done in the years of our
existence as a nation. The love we
bear it is a part of our very existence
and we look upon it as upon no other
thing in the world. Wherever it
floats it has a certain homage given
to it and if a man has any patrlotism
it comes out in the
in his make-upresence of "Old Glory."
In the town of TaoB they have al
p
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If the law in every state were as it is in Oregon, forbidding the employment in any mercantile establishment of a woman later than 6 p. m., it
would, of course, interfere greatly with Saturday night shopping; if not
put an end to it.
Which would mean, of course, that the shopping habits of a large percentFor at present many wage
age of the population would have to be
earners and wives of wage earners find it most convenient to buy on that
night and if the man of the house is to be a partner In the shopping, that is
the only time available to him.
Where it happens as, alas, It sometimes does that the man of the house,
were he not to be collared by the missus under the pretext of a shopping tour,
would be apt to go with his week's pay on a disastrous shopping tour of his
own, amongst wet goods, the closing of the big stores on Saturday nights
would be of doubtful social advantage.
But isn't that rather an argument for more closing rather than less?
Would it not he better for everyone if business of all kinds were kept as
closely confined as possible to the hours of daylight, and the evenings be left
free for recreation and rest?
In those countries of Europe where this has been the practice It does
seem to American visitors as If life for the masses was simpler and less
harried than it is here. Among store proprietors and sales people It plainly
is. And though earnings may be less, measured in figures, we have not been
convinced that eontentment is less. They seem to have excelled most of
us Americans in their ability to get the most of fellowship out of life.
Oregon's experience will bear -- watching. If It shall really mnkf for
greater welfare, it will quite certainly spread.
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Notice is hereby Liven that
D.
FOR ItKNT-- I Modern coltage.
Mora, of Cuba, N. M., who made Lcwitzki.
I!'l
liifct1-.1UP
isniall holding claim No. 5:277. serial
vp
ill
JOAN
AND
WADDELL
SHORE
GLADYS
;No. Ol.'l'OT, for Lot 1, Section 21, Lots
Furnished Ilooms. Mrs.
FOR RENT
RE
AND WIFE
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ON
PRAISE
Be
Without
to
Afford
No Home Can
4, S and G, Section Hi, Township 21 N., F. u.
IX'Jgado Street.
Stevenson,
Laxative-Toni'
1
A Mild, Reliable
Y, N. M. P. Meridian, has
Range
SIGNED
YORK AGENT
'filed notice of intention to make small
,,
mrnished tront room in
THEM TO BAD CONTRACT.
holding proof to establish claim to the!
a hil f bloc,iS
,iimllivill
"""
l"
home should be
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Diapepsin" comes in contact with the In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth
IN BOARDING HOUSE.
Returning, arrive 8ana Fe 6:36
The best known tonic and alterative, that corrects a torpid liver,
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 14. A con stomach distress Just vanishes your era always welcome.
and helps digestion so that good blood is manufactured and the system nourished, is
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no
Maiden, Mass., Nov. 14. Boarders signment of 20,000 pounds of bacon
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:help
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little
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ers, and was shipped from Winnipeg,
This famous medicine has been sold by medicine dealers in its liquid form for
leper had been among them.
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the
best
Go
Honey
make
Foley's
now,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 18:86
ever forty yean, giving great satisfaction. If you prefer you can now obtain Dr.
Discovery came when Hyman Klein, Canada. It wsb the first consignment
ever made, by getting a large exactly fills this need. No opiates,
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery tablets of your druggist at $1.00, also in 60c size
a. m.
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PACE EIGHT

outside of the court house Is one properly within the discretion of the commissioners. Repeated grand juries for
years have called attention to the
crowded condition of the various offices, and the urgent need for enlarg- ed space. We are meeting this
Hon by erecting an addition at the
present time, and in the meantime
have temporarily rented necessary
rooms. The tax payers of Eddy conn-- ;
'ty are the only persons who can rightfully question the judgment of the
iboard- a,ld the t,p,nton ot a clerit fronl
Santa Fe will not be given any weight

trict attorney of this district, whose
opinion in every case has been liter-'alland exactly followed hy the com- missioners and other olHcors of the
county. Our district attorney, and not
the auditor's clerk, is the person
whose legal advice the county officials

OFFICIAL.
COMMISSIONERS OF
EDDY COUNTY

vices rendered, the statements made
in the auditor's report to the con- -

-

condi-shoul-

follow.

For example, Commissioners Bee-- ;
man and Wright are censured for
charging mileage for attendance upon
meetings of the board. We quote the
from opinions of Hon. K. K.
r!8cott' u,,ed
"The attorney general agrees with
COPY OF

d

FRIDAY,

tmrj notwithstanding.
As to the payment of bills out of
the court house and jail fun', the aujitor dres not st'Ue that av.y of these
bills were not legal claims against
Eddy county, but merely objects to
the fund out of which they were paid,
The maximum levy for general county
This levy has
purposes Is 5 mills.
;not, in the history of Hie county,
duced sufficient funds for the payment
!r,r B"m'ral coll"'-and it 1ias
.been the custom here and we believe

SEC. ROMERO
j
j

WRITES LETTER
TO MR. EARNEST
in

mentioned
Secundino Romero,
the traveling auditor's report of the
audit of the books of the San Miguel
MAKE
county officers, has mailed a letter to
a
frnvwlimr nnilifnp Hni-il- l
FMrnpst.
Qf whlch he ha sent to tUe New
y
NEW
SEND
MEXICAN A
iuted beIow;
Wexicnn and whlch ig
1
Kast Las vegas, n. m., Nov. 112.
a irnTDTnpmjrDunD u'nnMiin
,
,
mn
nil iu uuiUUlun HI UUIimu ter ot compensation ior expenses
jne same may ne sum as 10 me au- uouse anu jau iuuu in am ui me gen- Mr, Howell Earnest, Traveling Audi
official in conducting ditor'a criticism of the board for pay- - eral fund. The maximum of five mills
tor, Santa Fe, N. M,.
IN WHICH THEY DISCUSS TRAVEL- - Icurred by the
his office, but, does not think the conn-- ' jng f0r telephones for the three com- - was fixed by statute on a basis of full! Sir I have seen a copy of your reIt was the judgment of (valuation; now that property is assessING AUDITORS REPORT OF RECENT ty commissioners can at present re- missioners.
to the governor of New Mexico
valuation this, maxl- port
nrovidert hy the statute the hoard that the nubile business of'ed at
in which you charge me, as sheriff of
AUDIT.
levy amounts to only 1.66 mll'fl San Miguel county, with having re!for attending boaril meetings, but ini.;ddy county required that all its
'.harmony with the suggestion made as fleers be In communication with each on the actual valuation, which is
ceived ,$1,315.50 of public money to
to other otficers, says they may re-- !
and with the public. Eddy couu- - Indent 1o run the county,
which 1 was not entitled. In other
6000
ex,,
money
actual
of
area
for
square
necessary
FIND FAULT WITH
We are accused
ty has an
exceeding
spending
;ceive payment
words, you officially charge that I emshow-aas
a
think this latter holding miles, and the commissioners,
censes.
welljout of this fund to make false
bezzled that amount.
VfRRIAGT fiF DEPART pnieticully resolves itself into one and
other county officers, have public mg 0f economy to the tax payers,
Your report is not based upon any
and
with
persons
such was never our intention,
the same thing, and that mileage pro- business to transact
but upon two assumptions which
facts
folbe
can
(the charge is absurd as the expense
vided for by the statute will be
throughout the county, which
you have made without investigating
The Eddy county commissioners lowed in this district. County com- more conveniently and economically to the tax payers is exactly the same their truth. The first assumption,
have addressed a letter to Governor missioners will be allowed mileage as done over the telephone than by corre-- j w hether the county's bills are paid which you have falsely made, is that
If later such should be spondence or by personal trips.
out of one fund or two.
McDonald, a brief notice of which was heretofore.
because the county jail contains only
While the auditor could properly
1
Ag to economy ,the county levies twelve cells, therefore
given in the New Mexican yesterday. construed as a fee within the meancould not
reThe letter relates to the report of ing of tjie constitution, it may be re- call attention to any errors or delays is10w tlat We nave consistently
have bad more than twelve men iu jail
deducted
clerk's
and
to
funded
the
full
in
the
of
is
county
!duce(j
in
and
business
county
tax
the
given
rate; whereas, at any one time. Whether the actraveling audiior,
tjie COunty
from the salary of the commissioners. office, we respectfully submit that the th.
its counts I
h.,s teadilv increased
below;
presented for board of prisin
some
to
"I
1H13.
have
that
insult
advising
Nov.
s
N.
12,
M.,
delayed
auditor
the greatly in- oners are true or false depends en
personal
Carlsbad,
notwithstanding
revetoed
the
in
the
11.
since
his
N.
state.
iH
out
of place
governor
you,
flcel.
Hon. W. V. McDonald, Santa Fe,
wholly
creased valuation throughout the
up the fact of whether I had in
vow. governor, it is known to you tirely
Sir The officials of Eddy county salary bill and left the county an1 port. Mr. o'Qumn was unanimously
iatl thcx tinmher nF nriaminrs chflnred
: ,.
...
tmirM-rni.
allien
irnrai'B
nit
i..
k.
j
tita
rein
Lv.
u.
were mucn surpnseu to nna exten-- district officials
,
iu mo uuiw, uj
iw.m that this audit of Eddy county was
alve extracts from the traveling audi- - nate situation, for the reason that I j of Eli(iy couuty.
quested by the commissioners, show-second
The
assumption ftlsely
Tjll(J s m keeping with other slurs Ing our good faith In the matter. AVe
tor's report on the examination of desire to work out a solution of the
of the
through went so far as to offer to pay out off nute by you is that the terms
this county in the Santa Fe New problem as far as possible, that would au(1 insinuations scattered
court for wh ch I charged at-- ,
Mexican dated November 7th, and In 'bring about some relief to the office tllls rep0rt, which plainly indicate the county fund a part of the expense Probate were not
held. Whether the
,..v,!i, wo iva Hone We tendance
other papers throughout the state on bolder, and efficiency and good service tllilt it w as not prepared iu fairness,
terms charged for were actually held
was
auditor
;
to
the
drawn
the
pur-but
articles
that
These
believed
public."
facts
traveling
Btate
to
the following day.
only,
ald
Again, the board is censured for the u) au( pu)Ushed in a spirit of hos- - should assist the county officers in In- is easily susceptible of ascertainment
port to have been given out with your
and the fact that on page 24 of your
oi
insane
yeitransporting
stalling his new system of record keeptilitv and animosity.
approval.
report say that the record of the prowas
it
of
that
and
accused
and
are
AVhile we knew the audit, was being sons from Eddy county to Las Vegas,
accounting,
ing
The commissioners
court showed that no sessions of
made during the past summer, we be- This is a matter under the control of drawing their salary with 'unfailing the duty of the state officers to co- bate
court were held from the beginUeved it was the intent and purpose the district judge, who, when order- regularity," as if this constituted a operate with the county In these, mat- that
desig- heinous crime. We are advised and ters. We have given the auditor ever.' ning of the fourth quarter of 190S up
of the auditor's office to make a busi- ing the persons transported
in every to and including the second quarter of
with nates a suitable person to convey the suppose that all state officers from assistance and endeavored
ness like report and to
of approximately
four
the officials of the county, and that (insane patient, and lias also recom- governor down draw their respective particular to conform to his rules and 1912, a period
the auditor's office was not to be used mended $25.00 per day for four days, salaries "with unfailing regularity," 'recommendations as to the handling years, is ridiculous on its face. Terms
as a publicity bureau. Up to the pres- and the actual expenses or tne trip asNo saial.y or allowance whatever hasiof the funds, and we now respectiuuy were held and there are hundreds of
the
ent time the officials of the county la reasonable charge for this service, been pa,i (0 anv county officer,
against the tone of spirit of men In this county who have not offiin your
have not been furnished with a copy jA letter to the board from Hon. We c.nt with the advice, and upon the his report, which goes far outside the professional skill a man
II. Pope, when judge of this district, (ouinioii of the district attorney, nor province of a county audit to heap cial position is presumed to have who
of this lengthy report.
this rate, is on file with the:Have (he commissioners given them criticism, insinuation and petty fault know that they were held.
ac
tho
from
naming
newspaper
Judging
I have no doubt but that you were
counts this report contains numerous commissioners' papers, and should jseVes the least preference in paying finding upon all the officers of Eddy
that your report, because of
advised
man
seen
the
been
'have
making
by
(county.
salaries.
exaggeration
great
misstatements,
would not subof- - its official character,
state
to
that
the.
It
were
tis
audit.
the
and
allowances
nnWlen
appears
ot
conditions
Thp
and misrepresentation
even if it
In paying the sheriff for board of ciiscviBsed. with Mr. Howell Ernest at fleers have resented the stand taken ject you to prosecution
in Eddy county, and was apparently
should be deliberately false and should
in
prepared with a wilful purpose to in- prisoners the board again followed the a meeting of the board in Carlsbad, by the county commissioners in
valua have the effect of publishing a monof the district attorney
whoijune, 1913, and were approved by him ing the arbitrary Increases
jure the officers of the county.
me.
This you
jtion in Eddy county, and have taker, strous libel against
Instead of being a legitimate audit says in the letter quoted above. "The without exception.
have done under the cloak of official
of the books and accounts of the sheriff should receive pay for feeding) The auditor states that the amount; this means to punish us for
If you believe that as
from immunity.
committed to his custody, !0f fees drawn by the constable of the ing to protect the
count-- , it is filled with malicious criticisms and insinuations as to the man- and pay for jailors and guards for the (Carlsbad precinct. seem to me to be raises we consider unreasonable and sheriff of San Miguel county I overor
charged for board of prisoners
unjust.
jail, and a reasonable compensation in greatly in excess of the earning
agement and conduct of
C. W. BEB.MAX,
claimed fees for attendance upon the
of deputies."
offices.
jity of his official position." We sub- W. H. WOODWErX.
probate court which I did not earn,
The auditor took as a basis 50 cents mit that his opinion on this matter is
The management of the county afWHIT WRIGHT,
you will be perfectly safe if you make
fairs has not been committed 15y law per day for prisoners, but there is no worthless. If he found that the
Commissioners, Eddy Counly. the same charges unofficially and as
for such allowance, and if the stable has presented any illegal bills
to subordinate clerks in the office of
a private individual that you have
New Mexico.
the traveling auditor, but to tlje off- actual expense was less than 50 cents he should eo state. . specifying the
made officially. I invite you as an inicers whose powers are conferred By per day, the allowance would be Iniclaim and amount; if he did not find
individual and unofficially to publish in
Education
not
he
should
Reports,
claims
which
the conflict with the constitution
any illegal
statute, and who are elected
The state department of education any newspaper in the state the charge
citizens of the county to exercise provides that "no county officer shall sinuate that the constable had collec-receive to his own use any fees or ted more than he was entitled to. All has 50 bound volumes of the annual that I as sheriff of this county filed
those powers and responsibilities.
In a large number of instances the emoluments other than the annual sal of these bills were property itemized report of the U. S. commissioner of accounts and received money thereon
and the amounts paid were the education, which they will be glad to in an amount or amounts in excess of
acts objected to in this reuort were ary provided by law."
to schoql libraries on request.
what I had earned.
wUta the
The matter ot renting office rooms amounts legally allowed for the
matte
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If you have confidence in the correctness of your assumptions you, as
a man, will lay aside your official character and armor; falling so to do I
think you will stand convicted of a
deliberate, reckless and wanton libel.
Respectfully,
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SECUNDINO

Revenue Agent Worthington, of
Washington, D. C, has completed his
inspection of the office of Internal
Revenue Collector Manuel B. Otero
at Santa Pe and found everything in
Mr. Worthington left
"tip top shape.
yesterday for Austin, Texas, where he
will attend to some business for the
government.
While in the city Mr. Worthington
was fortunate enough to attend a
dance at TeBuque, and he enjoyed the
affair throughly. He was also much
pleased with the ancient city and was
entertained by a number of prominent
He leaves with a very favorpeople.
able impression of the capital of New
Mexico and hopes to return here when
his duties take him again to the great
southwest.
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of Stamped
Beautiful line
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
SoEmbroidery Floss in Royal
Greciety, the D. M. C. and the
cian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

'

REUENUE OFFICE
IN FINE SHAPE

In the U. S. Court.
John S. Tarin, formerly in the Recame
before United
form School,
States District Judge William H. Pope
yesterday afternoon on the charge of
robbing the U. S. mails. He plead
not guilty and his case was set for
November 17.
A suit was filed in U. S. court by
John Kelly against the
Fuel company asking damages in
the sum of $20,000 for alleged Injuries sustatined by him while employed
of
by the company In the capacity
"rope rider." He alleges his legs were
fractured.
Appeal was allowed in writ of error
filed by the A. T. & S. F. railway in
the case of Burley Roe vs. that rail
road, where Roe was granted $5,000
for injuries to an eye by the bursting of a steam gauge.
Victor-America- n

14, 1913.

FANCY WORK GOODS

ROMERO.

That officials of San Miguel and
Eddy counties, charged with laxity by
the traveling auditor, have no "howl"
(was all that Gov. W. C. McDonald
cared to say last night for publica
tion, says today's Albuquerque Journal: The governor did have something
else to say, but be asked not to be
quoted.
Replying to a remark that the auditor's report had brought retorts
from Eddy and San Miguel county officeholders, past and present, the executive said that the reports were public property when filed In his office
and that reporters took them. Even
if he had given them out the officials
would not have any cause for complaint, he said.
The governor then abruptly ended
the interview by going upstairs.

NOVEMBER

MISSA. MUGLER
MILLINER
cavalry saddles which will be used in
the production of an elaborate moving picture which the Fielding company is about to make there.
To Attend Hearing.
To attend the Interstate Commerce
Commission hearing on the complaint
'of various shippers in the Pecos val-- ;
ley, to be conducted by Judson
interstate commerce commission-- !
er, to be held at Roswell on November
il7th and 18th, Chairman Hugh H.
Williams, Commissioner O. I. Owen,
Rate Clerk 13. F. Seggerson, and Stenographer Mrs. Minnie Brumback, left
From
this afternoon for Roswell.
Roswell, they will return to Albuquerque for a hearing on November 20 and
21st, at which time evidence will be
taken in the big suit brought by the
(commission, affecting something like
50,000 freight rates in New Mexico,

tfeKf'

1i

Clem-jent-

i

Improved Service.
Many minor betterments in the service will follow the visit of Hugh H.
Williams, chairman of the state corpo-

ration commission, to the Bouthem
part of the state. He has arranged a
settlement of the baggage situation
at Deming which is very much of an
improvement on the old way of doing
things. Formerly the baggage rooms
were only open for a short time before and after trains arrived .and departed and were closed the remainder
ot the time. Now the Southern Pacific
baggage room is open all day, and upon request to the Santa Fe ticket
agent, the baggage room of that line
will be opened whenever necessary.
Stockyards at Gage and an enlarged
waiting room at. Separ are also to be
forthcoming shortly, and Mr. Williams now has up with the S. P. officials, the matter of a connection west
on the S. P. with the Santa Fe train
arriving there in the forenoon, instead
of an 11 hour wait as is now the case.
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Asks State Aid.
Donaciano Jaramillo, chairman of
the school directors of district No. 18
in Guadalupe county writes for state
aid in furnishing a school house. He
says the district will put up the house
but at present the pupils are using
boxes and old chairs for seats. He
wants $50 to be used in the purchase
of desks. Mr. White says he will get
it There is an attendance of 33 pupils
at this school. District No. 31 in Union
Needed Cavalry Saddles.
county, also asks state aid, to the exThe adjutant general's department, tent of $300 for help on a building, and
yesterday shipped to 1m Vegas, 40 $50 for furnishings.
'
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I THE NEWNESS

OF OUR STYLES
THE BEAUTY
OF OUR MODELS
THE EXTRA VALUE
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OF OUR GARMENTS
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Please ' every woman who
comes to this store shopping.
I You will find it time well
j spent the many beautiful
Suits, Coats and Dresses we
i are showing. Every garment
has some special feature that
distinguishes it from every
other one. In fact, you will
lit a mnst il Air a
p
of he new geas,s
mi
j styles grouped in a pleasing
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IN THE CLOTHES GAME THERE ARE NO SIDE LINES!
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Everybody's in the game, whether he chooses to be or not. You can
play your part with success if you care to do it. All you need is
1
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES, and they're here for .yoalT7,
price win please you.
smartest and latest styles.
ready to wear-t-he
I Dresses $7.50
Up to $35.00
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